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As the buses pull out for the last time this season, many con-
flicting feelings envelope me.

On one hand, I reflect on the massive amounts of PUMPING 
RUACH we have experienced throughout the past weeks. The 
hilarious DRESS UP DAYS, THE SHOWS, the CRAZY LUNCH 
challenges, the GIANT SLIDES at CARNIVAL, the AMAZING TRIPS, 
the OVERNIGHTS, the FAKE-OUTS, SPORTS, LEAGUES and 
SWIMMING, and how can I forget the greatest MOISHE TISCHLER 
CONCERT and COLORWAR! Whew! All these events experienced 
with just the right amount of competitiveness, excitement and 
middos that are a trademark of SDC. Every camper has grown in 
their own way, whether in SPORTS ABILITY, SWIMMING LEVELS 
or CONNECTION TO HASHEM and LEARNING HIS TORAH in our 
LEARNING GROUPS.  

At the same time a feeling similar to sadness creeps in, 
whispering that the SUMMER IS OVER and that all the fun is 
gone. I won’t be greeting 24 BUSES of EXCITED CAMPERS each 
morning as they RUSH INSIDE TO DAVEN, LEARN AND PLAY. I 
won’t be able to meet the most AMAZING HEAD STAFF, RABBI 
MEYER, RABBI POLTER, CHACHAM ZEDNER, RABBI SAMET, 
DONNY RUDANSKY, and RABBI HILDESHAIM every morning 
to plan EACH DAY’S CRAZINESS. I won’t be able to WATCH 
CAMPERS and STAFF LEARNING the TORAH OF HASHEM 
under the guidance of their dedicated RABBEIM and RABBI 
ROSENBERG. I won’t be able to meet MORAH ETTY and to eat 
her baked delicacies (my dietician wants his money back) and 
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MORAH ESTIE and her KIDDOS (10 MONTHS!?). I won’t meet our 
amazing office staff, MRS. RUBINOFF, MRS. SULEYMANOV and 
MS. DANESE who handle the daily craziness with aplomb (it’s 
a word, look it up), I won’t hear RABBI KLEINMAN reminding 
us to drink, drink, drink! I won’t be greeted by EVERETT and 
ffffiiiissssst bussssss innnnnnn. I won’t see the cutest, most 
adorable and creative ARTS & CRAFTS PROJECTS created and 
instructed by MRS. BRACH and MRS. ROSS. I won’t see campers 
learning new SWIMMING SKILLS under the tutelage of MR. 
ERIC MASLIN. I won’t be able to appreciate how well RABBI 
KRASNOW takes care of our 9 ACRE CAMPUS daily. I won’t 
watch HILLY GOLDMAN run the canteen and YOSSI REISMAN, 
REPHAEL MILLER and SHIMON GERSHON HOROWITZ serve 
as our waiters. And last but not least, I won’t be able to eat 
YISRAEL CHAIFETZ’S delectable food any more. A huge thank 
you to RABBI SUDWERTS who deals with all issues from buses 
to drivers to trips and entertainers. Across the board the most 
capable and underappreciated person I’ve ever met. Thank you 
all for an amazing summer!

One thought breaks through the clouds and puts a huge smile 
on my face. In only 10 MONTHS we will MEET AGAIN! These 36 
DAYS of fun will keep us ignited for the next 325 ODD DAYS OF 
SCHOOL and get us ready for SUMMER 2024 in Yerushalayim!

Can’t wait!
Kol Tuv,

Rabbi A. TaubRabbi A. Taub

RABBI TAUB CONTINUED...
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SDC, I love you so, how I wish you’ll never go…”
Oops, I didn’t see you there! I was just humming one of my fa-

vorite SDC alma-maters.
It’s so hard to say goodbye to SUMMER 23’! I’m gonna miss 

everyone soooooooo much!!!!!!!!!!!
I feel like I’m starting to sound like a broken record since I say 

this every year, but, honestly, for real, I truly believe this was the 
absolute BEST SUMMER EVER!!!!

The most amazing, cute, talented campers and the bestest, 
caring, devoted, hardest working, do-anything-for-their-campers 
staff, you guys are what makes this place so great! A very special 
shout-out to the bus counselors!!!! I know, I know… Dunkin!

I am so lucky to work together with the most awesome, 
dedicated, talented, devoted head staff in the entire universe! 
RABBI TAUB puts his heart and soul into every single aspect 
of camp, RABBI POLTER is the hardest working, most under-
the-radar head counselor I have ever seen. RABBI SAMET cares 
for each and every camper as if they were his own children. 
DONNY is the schedule KING!! He has far surpassed my wildest 
expectations in planning the best daily fun in the sun. RABBI 
HILDY in the Buildy rocks the dining room day in and day out. 
DOVID Z brings balance and clam to the Seniors like no other. 
YAAKOV SHAP has taken the 40’S to another level with his 
all-around incredibleness. RABBI MEYER has a special talent, 
cultivating life-long relationships with his diverse group of CITS. 
RABBI ROSENBERG sets the tone for the day with running a 
flawless learning program so our campers can keep up their 
shteiging and be ready for the school year. MORAHS ETTY 
and ESTIE care for our JUNIORS with mommy-like love and 
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devotion, tending to the every need (and occasional boo-boo) 
of our little guys. ERIC runs the most organized, efficient and 
fun swimming pool on planet Earth. Not to mention how WET 
it is! It’s amazing to see the campers advance from level to level 
under his watchful eye. Our bellies are filled to capacity every 
day with YISROEL’S delicious delicacies, made with love and 
care. I must have gained 30 pounds this summer! The office staff 
are the backbone of SDC, MORAHS RUBINOFF, SULEYMANOV 
and DANESE cross every T and dot every I so the rest of us can 
focus on the fun stuff. MRS. WHITE makes us look so good 
every week in our gorgeous Scoop and eye-popping flyers, and 
MRS. BIENENSTOCK defies all the odds (and copy machine 
woes) to make sure we get them out to you guys with laser-like 
proficiency. 

There is so much to recollect, the amazing trips, awesome 
special days, heart throbbing color war.

CHEVRA, I promise you all I will do my best to match this 
incredible, best-ever summer and maybe, just maybe, SUMMER 
24’ will be even better!!!! I’ve already started planning and 
preparing… 

Can’t wait to see you all here, have a great year and keep sing-
ing those alma-maters!

 Simcha, Simcha, one family, the achdus that’s seen from 
the start

As SUMMER 23’ comes to a close, from you it is so hard to 
part

One BIG FAMILY, Something so unique, SIMCHA for eternity 
As summer ends, Goodbye to all my friends, My summer 
home is SDC

Rabbi SudwertsRabbi Sudwerts
Assistant Director

RABBI SUDWERTS CONTINUED...
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BS”D  

Menachem Av 5783 

To My Dear Simcha Friends: 

It was my honor and privilege to serve you this summer in the SDC Nurse’s Office. I am 
thankful to the Ribono Shel Olam that, for the most part, we all enjoyed a healthy and 
safe summer. That gave all of us the opportunity to enjoy the outstanding camping 
experience here at SDC, without disruption. 

I have been in camping all my life. I have attended the best and well-known camps as a 
camper, staff member and administrator. I have to say that after many seasons here as a 
Healthcare Provider and Head Staff member (and as a Parent of some very happy 
campers!) – Simcha Day Camp has truly distinguished itself as a camp that consistently 
has reached new heights in summer camping, season after season.  

The outstanding staff of talented and responsible young men, the hard-working kitchen 
staff, along with the masterful and fun-filled leadership of Rabbi Taub, Rabbi Sudwerts 
and Rabbi Polter and the entire Head Staff Team  – all in an atmosphere of 
uncompromising Yiras Shomayim – all combine to give the kids at Simcha an 
unforgettable and wholesome summer vacation with a lifetime of great memories to 
savor. I am proud to be part of it. 

I wish you all Hatzlocha in the coming year and best wishes for a Kesiva V’Chasima Tovah.  

Enjoy The Memories, don’t Forget to Drink and Stay Gezunt, 

Rabbi Yisroel Kleinman, EMT 
SDC Medical Director 

SDC Nurse’s Office 



Best in…DAVENING!

B21
 Rabbi Kopel

MAX LIFSHITZ

B25
Rabbi Dachs

EZRA KLEINMAN

B34
Rabbi Saldinger

MOSHE ROCKOFF

B42
 Rabbi Rada

NOAM MILLER

B22
Rabbi Benaroush
EZRA ROMAN

 B31
Rabbi Reisman

AVI WALDEN

B35
Rabbi Sauber

NAFTALI SCHREIBER

B21
Rabbi Dachs

MOSHE GOTHARDT

B23
Rabbi Biberfeld
NOAH ROSE

B32
 Rabbi Lipka

YAAKOV PUTTER

B41
 Rabbi Bashevkin
ROEY WILLIG

B22
Rabbi Benaroush

EZRA BENDELSTEIN

 B31
Rabbi Reisman

YEHUDA HESKIEL

B35
Rabbi Sauber
TANI ROHR

B43
 Rabbi Feigenbaum
YOSEF AKILOV

B21
Rabbi Dachs

DOVID BIRNBAUM

B23
Rabbi Biberfeld

YEHUDA AVIGDOR

B32
 Rabbi Lipka

ROY GERTELMAN

B41
 Rabbi Bashevkin

YISRAEL LEIBOWITZ

B21
 Rabbi Kopel

GAVRIEL KAHN

B25
Rabbi Dachs

MOSHE BIRNBAUM

B33
Rabbi Saldinger

SHAYA ZICHERMAN

B42
 Rabbi Rada

YONI HURWITZ



of the SUMMER!

B51
Rabbi Willig

SHAI KORN

B61
 Rabbi Miller

ELIYAHU GARELLEK

B72
Rabbi Friedman

YOSEF CHAIM BADALOV

CIT
 Rabbi Rohr

GAVRIEL COHEN

B52
Rabbi Vann

GAVRIEL BIENENFELD

B62
Rabbi Tropper

DANIEL EHRENFELD

CIT
Rabbi Finkelstein

MOSHE TRUMP

B44
Rabbi Kaplan

MENASHE DACHS

B53
Rabbi Sonnenblik

HILLEL WEINBERG

B71
Rabbi Pollack

CHAIM YOSEF GOTTLIEB

CIT
Rabbi Leyton

BENNY FRIDMAN

B51
Rabbi Willig

NOSSON SHARFMAN

B61
 Rabbi Miller

AIDEN YOUNGER

B72
Rabbi Friedman

IZZY LERMER

CIT
 Rabbi Rohr

TZVI ETTINGER

B43
 Rabbi Feigenbaum

YISROEL MEISNER

B52
Rabbi Vann

ISRAEL GROSSMAN

B62 • Rabbi Tropper
ABBA NACHMAN 

SHIELDS

CIT
Rabbi Finkelstein

EPHRAIM TWERSKY

B44
Rabbi Kaplan

YISHAY RUBINOV

B53
Rabbi Sonnenblik

ADAM YAKOBOV

B71
Rabbi Pollack

BARUCH ROSS

CIT
Rabbi Leyton

SHRAGI LERMER



Best in… LEARNING!
B21 • Rabbi Dachs
GAVRIEL SICHEL

B24 • Rabbi Kopel
YEHUDA THURM

B32 • Rabbi Lipka
YOSEF RITHOLTZ

B41 • Rabbi Bashevkin
ELI ORATZ

B22 • Rabbi Benaroush
SHIMMY ROSENBERG

B25 • Rabbi Dachs
SAMMY TEITELBAUM

B34 • Rabbi Saldinger
EZRA RUBINOV

B42 • Rabbi Rada
ARI PUTTER

B23 • Rabbi Biberfeld
SHAUL SALAMON

B31 • Rabbi Reisman
YITZI WEISZ

B35 • Rabbi Sauber
GAVRIEL YORMARK

B21 • Rabbi Dachs
ZECHARYA KOEGEL

B22 • Rabbi Benaroush
EZRA BENDELSTEIN

B25 • Rabbi Dachs
YITZCHOK KATZ

B33 • Rabbi Saldinger
DOVID ROSS

B42 • Rabbi Rada
CHAIM BERKOWITZ

B23 • Rabbi Biberfeld
NISSIM MEISELS

B31 • Rabbi Reisman
MORDECHAI REISZ

B35 • Rabbi Sauber
BINYOMIN ARIELI

B43 • Rabbi Feigenbaum
YEHUDA ARYEH ENGELSON

B24 • Rabbi Kopel
NAFTALI GEWIRTZ

B32 • Rabbi Lipka
SHMUEL AUMAN

B41 • Rabbi Bashevkin
CHAGAY LIPKA



of the SUMMER!
B44 • Rabbi Kaplan
ELYA GOLDMAN

B53 • Rabbi Sonnenblik
GEDALYA HECHT

B71 • Rabbi Pollack
ELIYAHU MEIR

CIT • Rabbi Leyton
CHAIM SIEGEL

B51 • Rabbi Willig
NOAM HOROWITZ

B61 • Rabbi Miller
AARON ZEV HERMAN

B72 • Rabbi Friedman
AHRON ROHR

CIT • Rabbi Rohr
ELIEZER BADALOV

B52 • Rabbi Vann
ARYEH LEVKOVICH

B62 • Rabbi Tropper
MEIR ENGEL

CIT • Rabbi Finkelstein
SHLOMO ZALMAN 

SEBROW

B43 • Rabbi Feigenbaum
SHMUEL KADRY

B44 • Rabbi Kaplan
ELIYAHU JACOBY

B53 • Rabbi Sonnenblik
JEREMY PORTNOY

B71 • Rabbi Pollack
SHIMIE PACHT

CIT • Rabbi Leyton
EPHRAIM TWERSKY

B51 • Rabbi Willig
YEHOSHUA SONNENBLICK

B61 • Rabbi Miller
ELIYAHU THURM

B72 • Rabbi Friedman
YAAKOV THURM

CIT • Rabbi Rohr
SHMUEL ARYEH SULIMANOV

B52 • Rabbi Vann
AKIVA MILLER

B62 • Rabbi Tropper
ARYEH GROPPER

CIT • Rabbi Finkelstein
SHLOIME TAUB



Best in… M I D D O S

Rabbi Benaroush
EZRA ROMAN

Rabbi Biberfeld
TZVI MARKOVITZ

Rabbi Kopel
AARON BADALOV

Rabbi Reisman
ELIYAHU

RUZOHORSKY

Rabbi Rada
NETANEL
MILLER

Rabbi Saldinger
NOAM

KASIRER

Rabbi Sauber
NETANEL
MANHEIM

Rabbi Dachs
MORDY WHITE

Rabbi Dachs
YEHUDA
WOLF

Rabbi Bashevkin
AVI ROSS

Rabbi Lipka
NOAM

SCHIFFMILLER

Rabbi Benaroush
YISHAI LOPIN

Rabbi Biberfeld
AVI PORTAL

Rabbi Kopel
BARUCH CHAI

KIKIROV

Rabbi Reisman
YEHUDA
MANELA

Rabbi Rada
SHAYA

HIRSCHHORN

Rabbi Saldinger
DOVIE

MARKOWSKY

Rabbi Dachs
DOVID

ROSENBERG

Rabbi Dachs
MEIR

FELDMAN

Rabbi Bashevkin
SHUA

PROFESORSKE

Rabbi Lipka
BENJAMIN 
ORENBUCH

Rabbi Feigenbaum
NOAM BASCH

Rabbi Sauber
ELI GOTTLIEB

B22

B23 B24

B31

B42

B34 B35

B21

B25

B41

B32

B22

B23 B24

B31

B42

B33

B21

B25

B41

B32

B43

B35



of the SUMMER!

Rabbi Willig
SHAYA APFEL

Rabbi Tropper
RAFI

HERSTEIN

Rabbi Rohr
JACOB
COHEN

Rabbi Friedman
AVI LOTWIN

Rabbi Vann
DANNY WEISZ

Rabbi Finkelstein
ISAAC DABAS

Rabbi Sonnenblik
NESANEL
HECHT

Rabbi Kaplan
DANIEL DORI

Rabbi Miller
MOSHE GOLD

Rabbi Leyton
BENNY

FRIDMAN

Rabbi Pollack
YAIR

KHAITOV

Rabbi Willig
SHMUEL

MARKOWITZ

Rabbi Kaplan
MOSHE CHAIM 

UNGAR

Rabbi Tropper
ELI

FINKELSTEIN

Rabbi Leyton
NATANEL
KOHEN

Rabbi Pollack
YEHUDA
LELONEK

Rabbi Vann
SHILOH

MIZRAHI

Rabbi Feigenbaum
LEVI HERSH

Rabbi Miller
SHLOMO
FREIDUS

Rabbi Finkelstein
AHARON 

SCHREIBER

Rabbi Tropper
AARON
MIMUN

Rabbi Rohr
YOSEF

SCHWARTZ

Rabbi Friedman
BARUCH SEGAL

Rabbi Sonnenblik
AKIVA

EISENBERG

B51

B62

CIT

B72

B52

CIT

B53

B44

B61

CIT

B71

B51

B44

B62

CIT

B71

B52

B43

B61

CIT

B62

CIT

B72

B53



SWIMMERS of the  Summer!

EZRA NAFISI

DOVID ROSENBERG

DOVID SCHWADEL

EZRA RUBINOV NOAM
MARKOWITZ

SAMMY TEITELBAUM

EITAN MULLER

LEVI MULLER

NOAM
SHAFRAN

DOVID BRAUN

ZACK SLANSKY

SHAYA ZICHERMAN

MOSHE
SCHLACHTER

B24

B21

B31

B34 B42

B25

B22

B32

B35

B27

B23

B33

B41



SWIMMERS of the  Summer!

YITZCHAK
SCHMELTZ

NOAM
BASCH

AKIVA
MILLER

YISROEL
GOTTLIEB BARUCH ROSS

YOSEF
ARIELI

MENASHE
DACHS

YOSEF
SASSON

ABBA NACHMAN
SHIELDS

CHAIM
AUMAN

ELIYAHU
JACOBY

SHLOMO
FREIDUS

YOSEF CHAIM
AIZENFRATZ

B47

B43

B52

B62 B71

B51

B44

B53

B62

B52

B44

B61

B71
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I would like to first express my gratitude to HASHEM for 
allowing me to work in the greatest day camp in the world, 
SDC!

 I would like to start off by thanking our fearless leaders RABBI 
TAUB and RABBI SUDS for forgiving me the privilege of running 
the MIDZ DIVISION, the greatest division in camp history. RABBI 
TAUB, you get the credit for the most frequently asked about 
person on camp. Not a day goes by when a camper didn’t ask 
me, “Is RABBI TAUB coming to the dining room?” RABBI SUDS, 
the MIDZ have a blast every year and it’s all thanks to your 
behind-the-scenes diligent planning, scheduling, organizing, 
and booking of everything in camp from A-Z!

RABBI POLTER, I need to start with the staff, because YOU 
put together a great one. And everything else you help me with. 
I know I can always lean on you and you’ll never fall over. “Radio 
check!”

I would also like to thank our amazing office staff. From bunk 
Lists to last minute bus changes and everything in between, 
you are the heart and pulse of the camp.

SDC wouldn’t be what it is, without our amazing swim 
program led by AQUATICS DIRECTOR ERIC MASLIM and his 
amazing lifeguards. Thank you so much for giving our campers 
such an amazing swim program!

  Of course, the MIDZ wouldn’t be the greatest division in the 
world without the ones who primed and developed our campers 
to be ready for the MIDZ division, and that is MORAH ETTY and 
MORAHS ESTIE of the JUNIORS! We love our campers, and we 
know they’re great because of all the great work you did with 
them in the JUNIORS!

The SUMMER OF 2023 flew by so quickly with so much fun 
and excitement happening in the MIDZ DIVISION. Camp started 

MIDZ HEAD COUNSELOR



with BLUE DAY, CRAZY CHOLENT DAY, THE LIVE GAME SHOW 
with YISROEL ERPS. It was a jam-packed start to the summer. As 
the summer continued and leagues got under way, friendships 
continued to form between campers and counselors.

But also, the historic rivalry between the 20S and the 30S 
really got underway. And I must stop here and give thanks to 
2 incredible DH’S, RABBI HILDESHAIM aka RABBI HILDY in the 
buildy, and DONNY (“30S GO HOME”) RUDANSKY, for making 
my job as HEAD COUNSELOR of the MIDZ so much easier by 
being great DH’S and running the MIDZ so successfully. From 
RABBI HILDY’S wacky hide and seek late night to DONNY’S triple 
court elimination, nothing happening in the MIDZ is ordinary 
and extraordinary is the standard.

And the legendary 20S-30S rivalry continued, first with the 
30S beating the 20S in the annual staff kickball game, thanks to 
DONNY’S wicked gyroball pitches. In the ultimate competition 
though in this sacred rivalry of “This Side- That Side”, IYKYK, the 
20S rallied back from down 4-2 to beat the 30s 5-4. So many 
fun games. Giant Jenga was classic, and the effort in the frozen 
t-shirt competition was truly epic.  

The summer continued with more and more fun for the 
MIDZ! CARNIVAL, RED DAY, ADVENTURE LAND, CRAZY HAT 
DAY, BACKWARDS DAY, LATE NIGHTS, BOWLING, LEAGUES, 
SEASONS EXPRESS TRIPS, SIMCHA BUCKS, AUCTIONS, 
RAFFLES, KEPT THE MIDZ super busy and that was all just the 
FIRST HALF.

The SECOND HALF started with a bang as the MIDZ BOWLED 
for Chai Life line and raised tons of money. It continued with lots 
more to do. From TIE DYE TO GREEN DAY, AND CONCERT AND 
PIZZA PARTIES, AUGUST WAS FLYING by so fast it seemed like 
camp was coming to an end. But just then, the shocking COLOR 

MIDZ HEAD COUNSELOR CONTINUED...



WAR breakout was announced. Teams of Red and Blue started 
battling it out, culminating with the greatest GRAND FINALE in 
SDC COLOR WAR history. Both teams gave it their all with epic 
songs and performances. I can’t imagine how anyone can top it 
next year. Oh well. I guess no color war in 2024.

I almost forgot about a great season of 20S LEAGUES, 
culminating with a WORLD SERIES matchup of two titans, 
team ISHAY RIBO (#1 seed, coached by ADAM BABAYEV) and 
team MBD (#2 seed coached by MEIR FISCHER). Although they 
were the top two seeds, their paths to the WORLD SERIES were 
anything but easy, with both teams relying on walk-off rbis to 
catapult their trams to the WORLD SERIES.

And that leads me to thanking an amazing staff of 
COUNSELORS in the MIDZ DIVISION. Day in and day out you 
took care of your bunks to the best of your abilities and that’s 
all I can really ask for. When I hear how your campers talk about 
you guys, I know it’s because of the time and effort you put into 
making sure each and every camper is taken care of. Thank you 
for being at our daily meetings. It was a great opportunity for 
us to all bond together. Let’s continue to keep that bond strong.

And what would a MIDZ DIVISION look like without the 
GREATEST CAMPERS in the world. To the 30’S CAMPERS, you 
are of course always welcome back to the MIDZ, you know you’re 
going to miss us. And now that the 20S will have graduated to 
the 30’S, I guess they will have to get used to “going home”!

 Looking forward to seeing everyone in SDC 2024 Yerushalayim
Sincerely,

Rabbi Yeshaya SametRabbi Yeshaya Samet
MIDZ HC

MIDZ HEAD COUNSELOR CONTINUED...



SPORTS…SPORTS…



Dear Rockin’ 20s,
 You are all probably wondering who in the world is this guy who 

is writing an article in the yearbook as the 20S DIVISION HEAD?! 
I’ve never seen him in camp before!!! Well the truth is…I’m NOT the 
20S DIVISION HEAD!! But…I am a former (well, for now former) 
member of one of the greatest camps ever to exist on planet 
earth!!!!!!! Heeeelllllloooooooo siiiimmmmccchhaaaaa daaaayyyy 
cccaaammppp!!!!!! It is I…the one, the only…………SHMUEL LEFF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
For those campers who still have no idea who I am…I used to (well for 
now used to) be in camp! But this year I was in yeshiva in Eretz Yisroel 
for most of the summer…so…unfortunately I couldn’t come to work 
in camp this year!! But…don’t worry…I’ll be back…!!!!!!! Now on to what 
took place in SDC this summer!! You are all probably wondering how 
in the world is this dude going to now talk to us about our summer 
in camp if he wasn’t even in camp!!?? Well...the truth is…I don’t really 
know about what happened in camp!! But…I do have a hunch!!!! You 
guys played lots of sports like BASEBALL, BASKETBALL, SOCCER, 
HOCKEY, VOLLEYBALL, DODGEBALL, and lots of other sports!! 
You guys had leagues with the greatest coaches of all time!! You guys 
went swimming in the famous SDC POOL!! You guys went on trips 
to ADVENTURELAND and Luna Park!! You guys had “THIS SIDE” 
and “THAT SIDE” tournaments against the 30S!! And I’m assuming 
that the rockin’ 20S WON ultimately!! Am I right!!?? You guys had 
CRAZY HAT DAY, BACKWARDS DAY, and ADAR IN AUGUST 
amongst other WACKY DAYS!! You guys had different color days!! 
You guys had amazing special activities!! You guys had a COLOR 
WAR!!! WOW!! I must be getting all these assumptions correct!!! 
You wanna know why I’m most probably right??!! Well it’s because 
I’ve been in camp for so long (except for this year), therefore I know 
the camp so well!!!! Anyways, I just want to say I really missed being 
in camp this year and I’m looking forward to being in camp next 
year BZ”H in a hopefully new capacity……..A.K.A. THE 20S DIVISION 
HEAD!!!! BZ”H NEXT YEAR SDC 2024 IN YERUSHALAYIM!!!!!!!!! 

Signing out,
R ’ Lieutenant Shmuel LeffR ’ Lieutenant Shmuel Leff

FROM THE DESK OF THE 
20’S DIVISION HEADS



REPORTING FROM B21

SAMMY BAYEN comes back quickly if he is down 
DOVID MICHAEL BIRNBAUM is cracking everyone up 
JOSHY FELDMAN is going swimming 2 times a day
AVI GORIN is trying to get the counselors out in gaga 
MOSHE YEHUDAH GOTHARDT one of the first to be ready to go to activities 
GAVRIEL KAHN is wearing his superman cap 
ZECHARYA KOEGEL is hitting grand slams 
MAX LIFSHITZ is winning the learning raffles 
AKIVA NEMATNEJAD is always hanging out with Shlomo thaler 
DOVID OPPENHEIMER is asking to go to canteen 
NATAN OPPENHEIMER is playing left field 
LEIB ROSENBERG is a amazing defender in leagues 
DOVID ROSENBERG is talking with Moshe Sebrow
CHAIM MEIR SCHEININGER was offering a helping hand 
GAVRIEL SICHEL is smiling constantly 
SHLOMO THALER is always hanging out with Akiva Nematnejad 
ZACK TREITEL is always in a great mood 
MORDY WHITE is always wearing his Yankees cap 

DOVID KRANZLER CIT is getting things for campers in canteen 
SHLOMO SEBROW is running errands.
NOACH LIPKA CIT is reading his books 
YOSEF NEWMARK JC is playing football 
MOSHE SEBROW is always involved in activities and swimming

B21



Wow I can’t believe I am sitting here, writing this article. It feels like camp 
just started yesterday. I would like to thank the head staff for everything 
that they do for us on a constant basis, and for giving me the opportunity 
to be a color war captain for the red team. I would like to thank the leagues 
commissioner and board of commissioners for everything they do for leagues. 
I would like to thank the campers and parents for this amazing summer. 
This has been the best summer I had while working in SDC. I would like to 
thank MEIR FISHER, counselor of B23, for all he does for us 20s. I would like 
to thank CAESAR GENERAL MOSHE POTASHNICK, LIEUTENANT YAAKOV 
BLOCK, SERGEANT RAFI STERN, AND ZEIDY KNOPF for all the work you 
each put in for our win by hundreds of points in this year’s color war. And 
the amazing new anthem OH SDC …….. 

Thank you, DOVID KRANZLER, for the work you did in the first half with 
the bunk (PS you were missed second half). Thank you, SHLOMO SEBROW, 
for dealing with me and the bunk even when you didn’t have to. Thank you 
NOACH LIPKA for all you did at Luna Park even though I may have left you 
with most of the bunk to take some kids on scary rides. A big thank you 
goes to YOSEF NEWMARK for always being there. Keep in touch. If you see 
me on the street feel free to say hello. Looking forward to seeing you next 
year in SDC 2024 in Yerushalayim. 

Hatzalcha in second grade!
Signing off your counselors,

MOSHE SEBROW 516-412-0977

YOSEF NEWMARK 516-460-16940

B21 CONT.
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BAYEN
BIRNBAUM
FELDMAN
GORIN
GOTHARDT

KAHN
KOEGEL
LIFSHITZ
NEMATNEJAD
DOPPENHEIMER

NOPPENHEIMER
LROSENBERG
DROSENBERG
SCHEININGER
SICHERL

THALER
TREITEL
WHITE
SEBROW
NEWMARK



MORE SPORTS…MORE SPORTS…



IN 22 YEARS FROM NOW...

ISAAC DAVID - Will own Simcha Day Camp’s canteen
YISHAI LOPIN - Will be a professional rock climber 
EPHRAIN KLOTZ - Will be the Gadol Hador
ZACHARIA KADINSKY - Will be the greatest Olympian ever
DOVI EISEN - Will be the President of the U.S.
EZRA BENDELSTEIN - Will be a great artist
ELIYAHU DAPHNA - Will be the owner of Amazon
NATAN ELEFANT - Will be the Mets star pitcher
OZARIA KHAIMOV - Will be the CEO of the biggest candy factory
ABAYE LEGESSE - Will be the head of the C.I.A.
EITAN MULLER - Will be the greatest basketball player of all time
SHIMMY ROSENBERG - Will be the youngest self-made Billionaire
DAVID MULLER - Will be a great Rosh Hayeshiva 
JESSE MARGULIES - Will be the starting pitcher for the NY Yankees
EZRA ROMAN - Will be an Olympic swimmer for the U.S.
AMICHAI STEINFELD - Will be the NY Yankees General Manager
YEHUDA BLACHORSKY - Will be a world-renowned singer
EITAN MILLER - Will be an NCAA skier

CAN’T WAIT TO SEE YOU IN SDC NEXT YEAR!!   

COUNSELOR- MEIR FELLNER- 917-715-4376

J.C.- ARI SIEGEL - 929-353-6918
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BENDELSTEIN
MARGULIES
LEGESSE
FELLNER
SIEGEL

EISEN
DAVID
BLACHORSKY
ROSENBERG
EMULLER

ELEFANT
DMULLER
LOPIN
STEINFELD
KADINSKY

KHAIMOV
MILLER
DAPHNA
ROMAN
KLOTZ
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Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

What to write for B23 2023’S yearbook……………………

AFTER SPENDING 
36 DAYS

260.5 HOURS
15,630 MINUTES 

937,800 SECONDS 
WITH THE BUNK

HERE IS WHAT WOULD MAKE ME RICH 

IF I WAS GETTING PAID $23 FOR EVERY TIME

YITZCHAK SVIRSKY- played 3rd base in leagues!
YEHUDA AVIGDOR- hit a game winning home run!
YOSEF CUTLER- was swimming in the 8ft!
ELIE RUBEL- was excited about the canteen! 
SHAUL SALAMON-kicked a home-run in kickball!
ORI YURMAN-played pitchers Assistant in leagues!
NOAH ROSE-got on base in leagues 
NISSIM MEISELS- had a amazing sportsmanship by leagues 
NESANEL DOMAN- was first person ready for swim!
ISAAC WEISZ-got on base in leagues!
AHARON ZEV RUDANSKY-hit the ball to the Moon in baseball!
YEHUDA AISENBAUM-got someone out in dodgeball!
ZACK SLANSKY- played amazing defense in leagues!
EITAN MOSKOWITZ- hit an rbi in leagues!
YONI SKOLNIK- played amazing defense by leagues!
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TZVI MARKOVITZ- got someone out in gaga!
AVI PORTAL- was hanging out with Elie Rubel!

I WOULD BE A BILLIONAIRE BUT IF WE ADD 

$23 FOR EVERYTIME SOMEONE SAID ANY OF 

THESE WORDS
MAMISH LEMAYSAH EFSHAR SHTIKEL  

I would be a trillionaire 

WOW!! WOW!! WOW!! 
Doesn’t it seem like the good times go by too fast
Yeah, I wish time would tick a little slower
Sometimes it feels like I blink and then it’s over
Better soak it in, better make it last
Live it up while we can ‘cause the good times go by too fast

As the summer ends there are a few peopleI would like to thank. 
Obviously the first is Hashem for not shutting down camp due to 

the air quality even if we had one day we had to wear a mask and 
get a vaccine from the turkey injector!

2nd is the JC’S and CIT’S that made the summer amazing! 
Thank you MOSHE, JJ, AVISHAI, EZRA AND SHMUEL!
3rd is to the head staff from RABBI HILDY to RABBI POLTER and 

SUDS too.
And of course you have the board of leagues commissioners led 

this year by lieutenant CHAIRMAN YAAKOV SHAPIRO (YAAKOV you 
can run from being in cw but you’ll still be a lieutenant). The board 
met at all hours of the night yes sometimes even at 4am (yes again 
this year)  so thank you board members. 
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Now that we got all the thank yous put of the way…. Let’s talk 
about

The 174 cans of soda given out throughout the summer
The rides we all went on in Adventureland and Luna park
The 6245 pins knocked down by bowling 
The 1.2.3 game 
The Mets game
The base that got stolen from yankee stadium 
The late night hide and seek and late night leagues and extra swim 

and dinner
Who can forget all the Simcha bucks we had
And anything and everything else that we did during the summer 

I wish every 20’S camper much Hatzlacha in 2ND GRADE.  My 
bunk and anyone from any other bunk should take advantage of 
Rabbi Samet being on the YOSS campus on a daily basis.

Iyh YOSS and all other yeshivas will be relocated to  by the 
time Yeshiva starts!!

Please stay in touch throughout the year!

MEIR 347-433-0987

You guys were seriously the most awesome rocking unbelievable 
bunk ever!!!

Since the 30’S went home, maybe next year you’ll come back to 
the 20’S and rock the 20’S again and this side can win again!

PS. AVROMI MEYER does this make up for last year’s shout-out 
PSS. SHMUEL LEFF you were greatly missed this year
PSSS. We were the best bunk in sports don’t let anyone tell you 

otherwise 
PSSSS. If you add all numbers in here together you get 1 million



Red
Day

Blue
Day Orange

Day
Green
Day

60’S & UP OVERNIGHT60’S & UP OVERNIGHT
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IF I HAD 24 DIMES EVERY TIME...
   

MICHAEL AULOV - showed his karate skills
AARON BADALOV- inquired about the schedule 
YEICHIEL GOLDBERGER- helped out around the bunk
EITAN JACOBY- asked if we can go to swim again 
SIMCHA LESSER- scored a goal in soccer
NAFTALI GEWIRTZ- tagged someone out in kickball 
URIEL SCHLUSSELBERG - made a funny joke 
SAMMY SCHWARTZ - asked me to go to canteen 
DONNY PORTNOY- hit a homerun in leagues 
YEHUDA THURM - got someone out in dodgeball
MAYER BASHEVKIN - knew what the schedule was
EPHRIAM BERKOWITZ - was talking to Yoni Goldestein 
BARUCH MILLER - had a smile on his face 
BARUCH CHAI KIKIROV - always was first online when lining up 
YONI GOLDSTEIN - was talking to Ephraim Berkowitz 
EZRA NAFISI- caught a ball in dodgeball

      

I WOULD BE A MILLIONAIRE!



Dear Bunk 24,
It’s truly been an amazing summer and I can’t thank you guys 

enough. Starting from the beginning when I was meeting you 
on the first day and learning your names all the way to sports, 
leagues, water fights, swim, late nights,trips, and all the exciting 
things we did as a bunk and way way more. You guys truly brought 
my summer to be an amazing summer and I hope brought your 
summer to be as amazing as mine. 

I truly can’t express my words of gratitude to you guys but every 
day when I walk through the door I feel surrounded with happiness 
that I get to be your counselor. Hopefully, I can get to see you 
throughout the year. Lets stay in touch!

My number is 516-421-2767. 
Have an amazing school year and keep safe. 

Sincerely, 

RAPHI MEZEI - COUNSELOR 

SACHIE KATZ - MY AMAZING JC

B24 CONT.
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WILL BE IN 20 YEARS...

MOSHE BIRNBAUM- Will be an engineer
YEHONATAN COHEN- Will be living in Israel
MEIR FELDMAN- Will be a doctor 
YISROEL FRIEDMAN- Will be an astronaut 
YOSEF CHAIM FRUCHTER- Will be a Rabbi 
ASHER GRABIE- Will be a professor  
EZRA FRENKEL- Will be a gold miner 
YOSEF CHAIM ISAKOV- Will be a History Teacher
YITZCHAK KATZ- Will be a  businessman on Wall Street 
EZRA KLEINMAN- Will be a famous kickball player
SAMMY TEITELBAUM- Will be a famous actor
ZEVI WEINBERGER- Will be an Olympic swimmer
GAVRIEL SHIMON WEINGARTEN- Will be a professional dodgeball 
player
YEHUDA WOLF- Will be a professional basketball player
AVICHAI BANGIYEV- Will be designing cities

COUNSELOR: SHUIE BLEIBERG- CEO of 3-D Printing
JC: ADAM BABAYEV- elected into Hall of Fame for SDC Coaches







What a truly unbelievable summer! It’s such a great privilege 
to be able to come to this camp every summer! While most of 
my friends are stuck in an office building, studying for the LSATs, 
or studying the effects of nitrogen emissions on red tomatoes, I 
get to spend my summers in the greatest place on Earth- SDC! 
What an unbelievable blessing it is to come here each year. I really 
could not imagine being anywhere else. From its olympic-sized 
swimming pool to its 5 star sports campus - Simcha Day Camp can 
not be matched. As the school bell signals the close of homework, 
deadlines, & studying, the sun shines bright on the lush baseball 
fields, crystal blue pool water, smooth promenade concrete, & 
towering bunkroom building of SDC. The joys, laughter & cheers 
of the young lads usher in another sensational summer at SDC. It 
is a summer oasis that fills our campers with yearly vigor. The fun 
that spills forth from this place brings forth a reinvigorating spirit 
of happiness and joy unmatched amongst the yearly occurrences 
and events that are part of the yearly cycle of life. The summer in 
SDC is like no other. All the non-SDC humans look towards SDC 
for guidance. With deep awe and admiration and a small sense of 
jealousy they wonder how a day camp nestled within the confines 
of Far Rockaway can reach such towering heights of greatness. 
They are bewildered at the magnificence of SDC’s campus and 
program. Oh, SDC, how can one be so great and allow for such 
deep happiness and joy. Please bring us into your talons, they 
plead. Alas, only the very fortunate ones are allowed to experience 
this profound feeling of ecstasy and joy. 

Summer 2023 was one for the history books! What an honor to 
be the Division Head of the 30’s division! There were over 100 kids 
in this division but you each really had your own unique and fun 
personality. I really enjoyed swimming and running activities with 
you guys. You guys were a lot of fun and I am really going to miss 
you guys! 

FROM THE OFFICE OF 30’S 
PRESIDENT DONALD J. RUDANSKY:



Thank you Rabbi Taub and Rabbi Sudwerts for giving me this 
opportunity and running, what I definitely believe is the greatest 
camp around! It’s really an amazing and fun-filled summer! Most 
camps need to bus to different places but we have everything right 
here on campus! A HUGE thanks to Rabbi Samet - Head Honcho, 
Maestro, commanding Wizard of the MIDZ! Thanks for always being 
on top of things and making sure things ran smoothly, & for your 
sagely wisdom and knowledge! Thank you to Rabbi Polter for all 
that you do in camp! SDC runs on Rabbi Polter’s clipboard! Thank 
you Rabbi Hildeshaim for all the fun & hype! SDC 2nd half is truly 
not the same as SDC 1st Half! We miss you! Chacham Zedner - 
great job mixing it up in the upper divisions! What a great addition 
to the Head Staff with Yakov Shapiro! You’re probably the most 
upright person I know! BIG shout-out to King of the CIT’s AVROMI 
MEYER! I get to work with this man the whole year & it’s mamish 
poshklique! A HUGE thanks to my really amazing assistant! - 
Shlomo - you were a big help! Big thanks to MasterChef Yisroel 
Chafetz for the amazing food! And big thanks to Mr Eric Maslin and 
the lifeguards for taking care & nurturing SDC’s prime jewel - the 
olympic sized swimming pool. The truth is, what brings me back 
each year to SDC is this amazing pool. Thank you to Morah Etty and 
Mrs Samet for all your help - it’s great working with you! Also, big 
Thank You to the people of the office - Mrs Bilhah & Mrs Rubinoff! 

Last, but not least- what a really amazing 30’s staff this summer! 
You guys were a really fun and helpful bunch! You guys were 
amazing! Not only was my job a whole lot easier because of you 
guys but you also made my job a lot more fun! I really truly enjoyed 
working with all of you this summer! I hope to keep in touch and 
see you guys next year! And to those off to Israel, enjoy and have a 
meaningful year in Israel! 

It was really an amazing and fun summer! Will miss you guys! 
Next year in Jerusalem!

DONALD J. RUDANSKY

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION HEAD CONTINUED...
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IT’S NOT A DAY IN B31 

(THE BIGGEST AND BEST BUNK IN CAMP) IF..
ELI BENEDEK - isn’t singing ♫SHEMA KOLEINU♫!! Undoubtedly Eli’s 
favorite song, he regularly requests a listen on Chaim’s speaker! Eli 
always brings geshmack energy with him to the bunk every day! 
MOSHE BOLLAG - isn’t with Dovi Kohn! Their friendship is truly a sight 
to see, always having lots of fun together. There’s no separating them! 
SRULI HERMAN - isn’t making the bunk laugh! Always cracking jokes, 
Sruli regularly makes the whole bunk laugh! 
YEHUDA HESKIEL - doesn’t win a game of gaga! Yehuda is the true 
gaga champion and is a real force to be reckoned with in the pit!! 
DOVI KOHN - isn’t surprising everyone with his capabilities!! He is always 
having a great time in camp no matter what the bunk is up to! Dovi 
might seem small but he is mighty!  
SHOLOM KOPELOWITZ - isn’t wearing a jersey! Sholom always brings 
his “A” game to the field, making play after play at shortstop! With his 
signature batting gloves the MLB better watch out!! 
ZVI KRAMER - isn’t bringing tremendous ruach to the bunk! Zvi always 
adds so much energy to everything he does during the day. The bunk 
never feels the same when he’s missing! 
MAYER LABRIE - isn’t showing his love for the Mets! Whether it’s through 
his words or the clothes he’s wearing, you know Mayer is going to come 
to camp every day supporting his favorite team! 
YEHUDA MANELA - isn’t destroying the competition in dodgeball! 
When Yehuda isn’t getting people out, he’s smiling and having a fun 
time with his friends!  
BENNY MARKOWITZ - isn’t kicking to the stars in kickball! Benny is 
always giving his team that extra push to win, filling the bunk room 
with infectious enthusiasm! 
ARI MARMORSTEIN - is not making sure he is drinking (safety first!)! Ari 
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always wants to know when he can stock up at the canteen!  
EZRA MITTMAN - isn’t climbiing! He loves climbing just about 
anything he can find! Ezra always gives his counselors a big welcome 
every morning ready for an amazing day!! 
DOVID PERL - isn’t having a catch! Dovid always has his glove handy 
for a game of catch during swim, lunch and downtime, Dovid will 
make that catch!! 
SHMAYA PFEFFER - isn’t fully supporting his favorite team! J-E-T-S 
JETS JETS JETS, you always know where Shmaya’s loyalties lie! 
SHLOMO REICH - isn’t sneaking up on you! Shlomo is always keeping 
you on your feet and is great at lots of games!  
MORDECHAI REISZ - isn’t making a masterpiece in art! Whether it’s 
in art or in leagues Mordechai always puts everything into what he 
is doing! 
ELIYAHU RUZOHORSKY - isn’t choosing a great Mordy Shap song to 
listen to. Always preparing for the next league game, Eliyahu puts his 
heart and soul into everything he does! 
ARI SALOMON - doesn’t ask who he’s playing in leagues a week in 
advance! Ari is regularly  looking forward to the next time he can 
get onto the field and can always be counted on to give us a full 
breakdown after the game!! 
ARI SAMET - isn’t leading the bunk!! Ari is always looking for a way 
to help out his counselors whenever they need, such as carrying 
chaim’s bag “YOUR BAG IS SO HEAVY”!!                                                         
DOVID SCHWADEL - isn’t striking out his opponents in kickball! 
He is the heart and soul of his league team! Whether pumping his 
teammates up or sending curve-balls down the plate, Dovid is always 
carrying the team to victory “LETS GO MESSAGES”.    
TZVI TAUB - doesn’t have the schedule before the counselors! Tzvi 
has the real heart of an inspiring counselor, always making sure the 
bunk is in the right place!  
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URI TREITEL - isn’t helping out a friend in need! He is always making 
sure everyone is having a fun time with the bunk! Uri is truly the 
ideal friend!! 
AVI WALDEN - doesn’t have an infectious smile on his face!! Avi is 
always making the bunk a brighter place and bringing joy to everyone 
around him. 
NOAH WEGH - doesn’t go swimming! If you’re not sure where Noah 
is, He’s probably having the time of his life in the pool!! Noah always 
brings amazing energy to the pool that lasts a whole day!! 
DOVI WEISS - isn’t helping with Chaim’s speaker!! Dovi loves to dance 
around to music all day, it really gets the bunk in a good mood! A 
real class dancer!! 
YITZI WEISZ - isn’t being aquaman! From setting new SDC records in 
laps by swimming to hitting home runs by leagues, Yitzi never fails 
to surprise us with everything he does! 
COUNSELOR CHAIM MESSINGER - isn’t blasting music for the bunk! 
Chaim is always leading the bunk with such energy and really cares 
for each camper! Whatever you want he has in that magic bag of his, 
whether it’s a band-aid or a speaker he’s got it! 
COUNSELOR RAFI STERN - isn’t hyping up the bunk! Rafi is always 
pumping up the bunk for each and every activity throughout the 
day! You can always count on Rafi to go all out on color days and give 
the bunk a great time!! 
COUNSELOR SHIMMY BOSHNAK - isn’t giving mussar to the bunk! If 
anyone in the bunk is ever feeling down or needs any sort of guidance, 
Shimmy is always there raising everyone’s spirits up. There is not a 
single person Shimmy doesn’t help day in and day out! 

CHAIM MESSINGER - 718-614-2394 

RAFI STERN - 516-563-1382 

SHIMMY BOSHNACK - 917-601-5168 
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IF I HAD 32 DIMES EVERY TIME...

SHMUEL AUMAN- made the whole bunk laugh
TZVI DOVID COHEN- got simcha bucks for the bunk 
JACOB DRACHMAN- had the biggest smile in the bunk 
MORDECHAI EIS- scored a 3 pointer in basketball 
NAT EISEN- was the best outfielder on the team 
JUDAH FARKAS- didn’t swing at the first pitch in baseball 
ROY GERTELMAN- made the best play on his league team 
SAMMY HAUSNER- had the best attitude in the bunk 
NETANEL IBRAGIMOV- was the first one ready for swim 
OVADIA KHAIMOV- had snacks to share
SHALOM LEGESSE- Scored a goal in soccer 
LEVI MULLER- got ices for bentching
BENJAMIN ORENBUCH-  was helping in the bunk room
YAAKOV PUTTER- made an amazing play in kickball 
YOSEF RITHOLTZ- loved playing bunk room games
NOAM SCHIFFMILLER- was the best swimmer 
SHLOMO SCHOLNICK-  had the best color day costumes
SIMMY TANNENBAUM- had the coolest cap in camp
BENNET WEBER- was hanging with his buddies Netanel and Yehonatan 
YEHONATAN LIFSHITZ- was dreaming of building treehouses

COUNSELOR RAPHAEL TUSK- had giant headphones
JC YONAH PERLES- was leading his team to victory

I WOULD BE RICH!
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IF I HAD $33 EVERY TIME...

MENDY BACKMAN spoke about dogs
ELI BERKOWITZ brought his baseball card collection to camp
MEIR CAMILLE was excited about a canteen trip
YAKOV DEUTSCH spoke about Meir Fisher
DANIEL FRIED wore his Dolphins hat to camp
ELI JACOBS shmoozing with his cousin
YEHUDA KRAMER was excited about playground
DOVIE MAKOWSKY asked to play soccer
BINYOMIN PARNES asked about leagues
DOVI RASKIN swam 100 laps in the pool 
DOVID ROSS played gaga with his brother
AHRAON SCHREIER played 1st base
MOSHE TROPPER pitched in kickball
JONAH TURK loved playing in the rain
SHMUEL WEISS left early on Friday 
SHAYA ZICHERMAN smiled for swim

COUNSELORS 
SHMUEL SKRILOFF starts a red chant
SHAYA FRIED wears his  camp t-shirt
ELIYAHU wears the Israeli flag 

I WOULD BE RICH!
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IF I HAD A DIME FOR ALL THE TIMES...

CHAIM AHARONOFF competed during computers
EZRA RUBINOV smiled for swimming
TZVI DACHS got simcha bucks from Donny 
ARI FOGEL was first one ready for swim
BINYAMIN GLAZER did tricks in the playground
ELI HERSTEIN was hanging with his buddy Binyamin
NOAM KASIRER got the counselor out in kickball 
MORDECHAI KRIKHELI was the captain in sports
YISROEL YITZCHAK MARKS hit a home run in baseball 
AARON MURDAKHAYEV waited patiently for our JC 
MOSHE ROCKOFF played as the coach in Gaga 
SHIMMY ROSENTHAL was the master at specialty games
YEHUDA TOKAYER Bentched beautifully
AVRAHAM ZARGAROV had his brother hanging with him 
LIEL ZELCER was the best in gym 

COUNSELOR: YEHUDA YOSOPOV

JC: NATHAN SABZANOV
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A DAY IN B35 WOULD NOT 

BE THE SAME WITHOUT...
TZVI ABRAMOFF- Diving into swim! Tzvi is always ready to go go go! 
Whether it’s swim or special activity! Tzvi is running! 
BINYOMIN TZVI ARIELI- Ready to play Leagues! Binyomin always has 
his glove on ready to go! He’s a star player and a mentch! Binyomin 
makes sure he is always giving it his all! 
JOSH ARIYEV- Wanting to play basketball! Josh is a baller and a 
king on the court! Josh is both a beast on and off the court, with his 
outstanding middos! 
NACHUM BERMAN- The first one ready to swim! Nachum is a beast in 
the bunk! Making everyone smile with his awesome humor! Nachum 
loves to swim and have a geshmak time in the bunk!  
DOVID BRODY- Having an awesome time! Dovid is a key player to 
our bunk! With his awesome outlook, Dovid enjoys each day with a 
huge smile! Dovid is the iker of the bunk!
BINYOMIN COHEN- Wearing one of his Dads Shirts! Binyomin brings 
the chill, in chilling! With his chill attitude, Binyomin never lets 
anything stop him from having an awesome time in camp! 
AVI EISENBERG- Power! Avi is like a bolt of lightning! He is zipping 
from place to place, from activity to activity, Avi is a burst of energy! 
Avi really enjoys camp and makes sure his friends do too! 
YAAKOV FRIED- Iconic smile! Yaakov brings so much ruach into the 
bunk! His energy and vibe uplifts the bunk! Yaakov is a pleasure to 
have around and is loved by all!
MOSHE FRUCHTER- Wearing Dovid’s speaker! Moshe is always 
getting loud and showing his camp spirit! Moshe really gets hyped for 
leagues and is always pumping his team! Moshe is always pumping 
up the bunk! 
SHLOMO GARELLEK- Cracking some jokes!  Shlomo makes sure 
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everyone has an amazing time by putting a smile on everyone’s face! 
Shlomo is a barrel of laughter and smiles!
MORDECHAI GOLDBERG- Jumping into action! Mordy loves camp and 
is always ready to have a fun time! Whether it’s swim or special activities, 
Mordy’s smile really lights up our bunk! Mordy is a shining star! 
ELI GOTTLIEB- Geshmak Middos! Eli is always ready to help out a 
friend! Eli brings in miles of smiles into the bunk and always makes 
sure to give a helping hand when needed! Eli is real Baal Chessed! 
MICHAEL KAIKOV- Shooting around the bunk! Michael is loved by 
all and is a real star! Whether it’s playing basketball or just hanging 
out with the bunk, Michael is a real MVP! 
JOSH KHAMICHAYEV- Josh getting excited about the canteen. Josh 
is full of energy and brings in so much joy into the bunk! 
ELI KHASIN- Dancing! Eli has amazing energy and really gets the 
bunk pumped with his sick moves! Whether it’s getting sturdy or 
doing the griddy, Eli truly is a star!
NETANEL MANHIEM- Hitting a Homerun! Netanel is a star player on 
and off the field! He is super kind and helpful to his bunk mates! On 
the field, Netanel is a star player, hitting winning runs! 
DANIEL NACHMAN RADA- Pumped up ruach! Daniel Nachman 
really brings up the bunk with his pumped up personality and his 
amazing camp spirit! Daniel Nachman really helps the bunk thrive 
and makes the bunk complete! 
MOMO RICHTER- Primed up and ready to go! MoMo is fired up and 
ready for anything! MoMo leads the bunk into action and is a real 
game player! 
TANI ROHR- Towering over everyone! Tani is one of the tallest in the 
bunk! Tani is a real leader! Tani makes sure all his friends are having 
a good time and is always there if someone needs him! 
JUDAH SCHLUSSELBERG- Wearing his iconic JUDAH cap! Being 
the tallest in the bunk, Judah makes sure to shower his care over 
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everyone! Being the good friend he is, he’s always the first to be 
mevater and let his friends go first! A real Tzadik! 
NAFTALI SHREIBER- Greeting his counselors with a smile! Naftuli 
loves to chill and have fun! Whether it’s listening to music or dressing 
up as his counselor, Naftuli is 100% a geshmak camper! 
NOAM SHAFRAN- Chef Noam! Noam became best friends with 
Ronald and helps him serve lunch! Noam runs the bunk, making 
sure all his friends are having fun and are being safe! 
NESANEL TAUB- Chilling with friends! Nesanel loves to hang out and 
make new friends! Nesanel is always there to help someone out and 
to be an amazing friend! Nesanel makes the Chevra! 
ASHER ZELIG TIMLICHMAN- Ready for the next adventure! Whether 
it’s swim or a trip, Asher is always excited for the next step! He leaps 
in ready to go and is always a step ahead of the bunk when it comes 
to having fun! 
ARIEL YAAKOBOV- Wanting to have a sleepover! Ariel loves to be the 
counselor ! Whether it’s dunking on Dovid Orrin or crossing him over, 
Ariel leads the bunk into action! He’s the next B35 Counselor! 
GAVRIEL YORMARK- Being a Beast! Gavriel is a Jack of all trades! 
He is a top player in the bunk, an amazing friend and an all around 
awesome guy! Gavriel really makes sure to always do what’s right 
and have an awesome time! 
DOVID ORRIN-bringing his giant speaker in and blasting music, 
doing amazing raffles and overall the best counselor ever! Dovid is 
always making any activity as fun as possible!
MANNY STERN- Bringing it his all! MannE really is the best! Making 
sure everybody is safe and taking care of each kid, making sure 
everyone is having a fun time! MannE truly is the best JC EVER!

Have an amazing school year! KEEP IN TOUCH! 
DOVID ORRIN 929-561-9740

MANNY STERN 516-313-7654
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After another unbelievable summer in the best camp on earth, 
in the best division in camp, it’s time to thank all those people who 
made it so amazing. But first let me explain why we had so much 
fun in the 40s. We enjoyed many special activities such as: the CAR-
NIVAL, OLYMPICS (congratulations Croatia (B43) on winning Gold), 
PAPERCLIP CHALLENGE (congratulations B41), the BALLOON GAME, 
and so many more. We also had an amazing time on our trips to 
LAUNCH, RYE PLAYLAND, BOWLING, DREAMWORKS, and fishing 
(uh, I mean) BATTING CAGES & MINI GOLF. And of course the ev-
eryday-scheduled activities: swim, leagues, sports, computers, were 
a blast! (Btw, congratulations to B42 and B43 for winning the swim 
competition.) 

Thank you RABBI TAUB and RABBI SUDWERTS for this amazing 
camp, CHEF YISRAEL and the KITCHEN STAFF for all the amazing 
food, the office staff for everything they do, and the entire HEAD 
STAFF for their tireless efforts to make this camp the best it can be.

And finally the 40s staff for making it the best division in camp:
SHMUELY ALTMAN, your experience and expertise served as an 

example for the whole division.
YOELI SAUER you showed a high level of responsibility and great 

attention to every detail.
YISROEL MEIR WEISS, your maturity and manners were a great 

example for the campers.
MOSHE POTASHNIK, your leadership and energy overflowed onto 

everyone else.
YAAKOV KARFUNKEL, you showed great care and devotion (and 

thanks for the entertaining questions on the chat).
SHLOIMY HERSHKOVITZ, you took care of the bunk single hand-

edly while Moshe was ‘out’.
REUVEN STATFELD, your organizational skills made my job a lot 

easier (thanks for taking over leagues). 
SHUA WEISS, you gladly took care of whatever was needed (thanks 

for the bedtime stories).
MOSHAV MAXWELL, your responsibility and kind-heartedness 

gave your campers a great experience.
SHLOMO TAUB, your fun personality and dedication was experi-

enced by your campers and valuable to our division.
AVRAHAM ROSENBERG, your sports talent raised the level of com-

petitiveness in the leagues.
YAAKOV SHAPIRO

FROM THE DESK OF YAAKOV SHAPIRO



B41
Dear Bunk 41,

As I walk into the bunk room each day, I know I wouldn’t have it any 

other way. With the great middos and achdus our bunk has within, I 

now realize how great this summer has been. The trips we’ve gone on 

and the activities in camp were fun, but best of all was when we were 

out in the sun. Each boy brings something special in their own way, I will 

surely miss you boys in a few days.

With our JC’S YOELI and YISRAEL MEIR we really thrived, without  

them I’m not sure the bunk would have survived. 

MOSHE ALPERT-  When I see Moshe I’m on alert,  because he always 

wears a cool shirt.

URIEL COHEN-  It’s great to talk to Uriel for a few minutes each day, 

because he always has something great to say.

ELI FRIEDMAN-  Eli is always where he’s supposed to be, he’s nice to 

everybody especially me.

SHRAGI KLIEN- We all know that Shragi is everybody’s buddy, I think I 

know why!! It’s because he’s really funny.

IZZY LEIBOWITZ- You can always catch Izzy with a big huge smile, it’s a 

sight that can be seen for miles and miles.

GAVRIEL LEVINE- Gavriel, wow!! You are very athletic, on top of that you 

are really energetic.

CHAGAY LIPKA- Chagay’s middos are truly the best, better than all the 

rest.                  

ELI ORATZ- When Eli plays ball, he never makes a bad call.

AARON POLLOCK- Every day Aaron comes to camp, he always makes 
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sure to be a champ.

SHUA PROFESORSKE-  Shua is always very nice, when asked for a favor 

he never has to be asked twice.

ZEV ROSENBERG- It’s really great to have Zev around, near him happiness 

can always be found.

AVI ROSS- Avi’s positivity is truly amazing, It is surely worth praising.

NOSSON RUBIN- Nosson’s a great friend to all, especially when playing 

ball.

MOSHE SHLACHTER- If there was a contest for who always goes to swim, 

I’m sure Moshe would win.

AARON TAMIR- During bentching Aaron is very loud, for that I’m very 

proud.

ASHER ZELIG WEINGARTEN- Asher is great at sports each day, he truly 

knows the way.

DOVI WEISER- Dovi is very good at all, he truly knows how to throw a 

ball.

ROEY WILLIG- Roey we know is a really good friend, he is reliable and 

upon him anyone can depend.

YISROEL MEIR WISOTSKY- It is true that Yisroel Meir is one of the crew.

It’s really a bummer that it’s the end of the summer

Have a great school year!

Your Counselors,

SHMUELY, YOELI AND YISROEL MEIR
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Let me start with a few quick words
As you read this I hope my emotions are heard
Of a great summer which I spent with you
This is the song of the greatest bunk, B42!

The easiest way to write this up that I see
I’d to do all of this alphabetically
So please don’t cry, or get upset
Emotions besides happiness are things I won’t let

CHAIM BERKOWITZ your enthusiasm always shines
From making friends to “military reports” your always great and 
never out of line

ELISHA BIENENFELD you came in and made a splash
Within no time at all, you were best friends with the class ( or should 
I say bunk?)

RUEVEN DAVID your soccer skills are a thing to behold
With your constant smile, you quickly broke the mold,
BEN FRIEDMAN sporting your Marlin’s cap
You always give your all, and never step one foot back

GAVI HIRSCHORN you’re joy for camp cannot be overstated
Your future holds happiness, for which you are fated
SHAYA HIRSCHORN’S alacrity for all things sports
Shall truly never fail him nor fall short

YONI HURWITZ your gentle ways are astounding
Your always thinking of others, truly inspiring
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Raphael Ibragimov may your energy never diminish
Your cheerfulness was a joy to watch, from start to finish

DANIEL ISKHAKOV one of the friendliest people I’ve met
I hope your future gives you whatever you wish to get
ELIJAH KLEIN may you remember the friendships you built
You truly are special, filled to the brim with ruach and camp spirit

MOSHE CHAIM LANGER may you always keep your cheer
Your smiles so contagious, for you I’ll never fear
NOAM MARKOWITZ your sports abilities are off the charts
And your personality’s amazing, I know you’ll go far!

NETANEL MILLER your smile has always been seen
Your neshama’s so full of simcha, it’s like a glowing sheen!
NOAM MILLER you seem to be everyone’s best buddy
Always sticking up for your friends, having
you makes 42 lucky!

EYTAN MISHER your skills are unrivaled
May your awesome attitude always remain unbridled
NOAH POLANSKY you’ll do your utmost for your friends
May your kindness and simcha benefit you till no end

ARI PUTTER always eager to help out
Your amazing middos and personality we can’t go without!
DAVID RIBIYEV your respect and friendships I know will last
You energetically jumped from activity to activity so fast



MORDECHAI TROPPER you have no trouble making tons of friends
No matter how sudden, you can make best buds of ANY blend
ASHER YOSOPOV your excitement for fun is Unsurpassed
Your awesome sense of fun is always such a blast
JUDAH ZELIG with a rare sense of chesed
One of the kindest people I know, he’s truly blessed

Now for my JC’S, first starting with YAAKOV,
Your growth this year has been impressive
Wishing you continued success next year

SHLOIME congrats on finding your balance here
Despite this being the first time you’ve worked here
Just remember you won’t be taking my spot next year!!!

Alas tis none to sing a song to me,
Despite my having sung praises to so many,
But my true reward out of this may very well be
The piles and piles of mon- I mean, being a counselor for thee

(All jokes aside, you guys were one of the greatest bunks I’ve ever 
had… BEST BEHAVED IN THE CAMP 100%!!!! It was an ho or and a 
pleasure to serve as your counselor, and I hope you guys have an 
equally (if not better) school year!!!

See you next year!

MOSHE POTASHNIK

B42 CONT.



I am sad to say that SUMMER 2023 in SIMCHA DAY CAMP is 
coming to an end. We shared many awesome moments with the 
most amazing campers. Some of the moments are COLOR WAR, 
RYE PLAYLAND, GREEN DAY, ADAR IN AUGUST, LEAUGES, going on 
a FISHING TRIP which didn’t happen, going to the BATTING CAGES 
and MINI GOLF, and so much more. It’s very sad to have to leave the 
BEST CAMP in the world and enter the cold long winter. I wanna 
give a massive shout out to all MY CAMPERS who made the summer 
an absolute blast. YOSEF AKILOV, ELIAHU MOSHE ALISHAEV, 
NOAM BASCH, YEHUDA ARYEH ENGELSON, YONAH GALLER, YITZI 
GUTTMAN, LEVI HERSH, SHMUEL KADRY, SHMUEL LADER, CHAIM 
MEIR LAPIDUS, ARI LAUFER, YEHUDA LAVNER, YONATAN MANDEL, 
LIAM SHMUEL MASHIACH, YISROEL MEISNER, AVI MIKHLI, JUDAH 
MILLER, ABE MORGULIS, AZRIEL MOSKOWITZ, ARYEH PORTAL, 
TZVI ROSENBERG, DOVI SAUNDERS, BENNY SCHREIBER, YITZY 
STATFELD, AARON WINOGRAD, AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST GABRIEL 
ZILBERMAN.

…And without a doubt nobody can forget our wonderful JC SHUA 
WEISS!!!!!!!! There are no words to describe him, just applause. And 
our CITS who were exceptional. With camp now over I ask one 
important question, WILL YOU COME BACK TO SDC NEXT YEAR?

B43
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As I step off the bus, on my first wonderful day, I know that 
excitement, and adventure await. Swimming, sports and sunshine, 
as far as the eye can see, we have it all here, at SDC. At the stroke of 
11, I head up the stairs, into the bunkroom, but there’s no one there! 
As shock and amusement, enter my brain, I wonder if I’ve started, 
going insane. I skip down the steps and try to remember, where 
would I be, if I was a camper? In a flash the answer, comes to me, in 
the playground of course, where else would I be? So down the stairs, 
I speed and I run, and there I scan, all the kids having fun. Only one 
face sticks out, in this wonderful scene, the shining countenance, of 
YEHUDA KRASNOSHTEYN! With one camper down, I try to keep my 
cool, as I head next door, to our Olympic sized pool. Through tons 
of splashing, and swimming laps, there’s ELIYAHU JACOBY, and 
MENASHE DACHS. Now I’m headed to the one stop shop, for all of 
your needs, yes of course I’m talking about, the awesome canteen! 
I scan the campers, waiting in line, and quickly spot YOSEF SCOP, 
and NOAM YADAI! I hop the fence, to the field of baseball, just in 
time to see ELYA GOLDMAN, give it his all! As the ball sails overhead, 
past the parking lot, I follow it down, to the Blacktop. When what to 
my wondering eyes, should suddenly appear, but DOVID KOPPEL, 
throwing dodgeballs like spears! Then into the hockey court, I gaze in 
amazement, as a blur breezes by me, in total ablazement! Handling 
the puck, with ease of the sport, YISHAY RUBINOFF, is the king of 
the court! I quickly move, next door to the gym, where I see a shot 
spin, on top of the rim. Round and round, the shot finally sinks in, 
with YOSEF BADALOV, it’s always a sure win! Out the other door, I 
quickly run all, the way to our court of the volley of ball. There I find 
MEIR SPERO spiking it over, into the waiting palms, of BUBBLES 
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(MAOR) KLOPFER! Next I’m off to the game, of football with high 
scores, and watch as into the air, the pigskin soars. Right before the 
offense, can make the catch, TZVI KOZLOWITZ dives, and makes 
the snatch. Swinging around, to the gaga pit, I see three campers, 
running around quite a bit, BINYAMIN ARANOV, YOSEF ABRAMOV 
and ETHAN GOLD, at war with each other, using water ice cold! Sitting 
on the steps, surrounded by his peeps, is AVRAHAM ROSENBERG 
our beloved JC! The only staff member, to stay the whole summer, 
so sad that camp’s over, it’s really a bummer! Besides the campers, 
surrounding the steps, there’s a game going on, that’s really intense. 
As the ball flies around, in a competitive suicide, the game is run by 
AKIVA BARNETT, and ARYEH KLEIN! As I look around, still missing a 
few, I shake my head, not sure what to do. If they’re not playing, with 
balls and bats, they’re probably exploring with AVI ROSENBERG and 
AHRON KATZ! Next I head downstairs, in a much lighter mood, as 
I smell the wafting aroma of camp’s delicious food! I head to the 
table and find pizza slices, and YEHUDA OSTAYEV and MOSHE CHAI 
UNGER eating ices! Now with one Camper left, I know what to do, 
I head back upstairs to the bunkroom. Wrenching open the door, 
I’m less than shocked to see, my very last camper DANIEL DORI! The 
relief that I feel can only be equal, to the number of words, I’ll write 
in the sequel. Now that we are, united together, I can finally speak, to 
all of my campers. Camp was so fun, it’s been a real treat, especially 
the watermelon, which was oh so sweet. But all jokes aside, I wasn’t 
so sure, how this summer would go, my first as a counselor! You’ve all 
been great, listening all the time (mostly), can’t wait to see you next 
year at 2024 SDC!

SHLOMO TAUB
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RABBI POLTER’S EPIC JOURNEY AT 

SIMCHA DAY CAMP: A SUMMER FILLED 

WITH LAUGHTER AND LEARNING!

Hey there, fellow campers and awesome adventurers! I’m RABBI 

POLTER, and I had the most incredible time as the Head Counselor 

for SIMCHA DAY CAMP this summer. Buckle up, ‘cause I’m about to 

take you on a wild ride through all the unforgettable moments we 

shared.

Let’s start with our wild overnight trip to the KALAHARI and 

DREAMWORKS WATER PARK. I mean, who knew WATER SLIDES 

could be as thrilling as a ROLLER COASTER? The laughter and the 

camaraderie we experienced were like a tidal wave of joy, and those 

friendships? They’re as warm as those PIZZA SLICES we shared 

together.

Ah, the OLYMPIC SIZE SWIMMING POOL – my daily slice of 

paradise! ERIC MASLIN and I were on a mission to make EVERY 

SPLASH COUNT. We swam like dolphins, did cannonballs that could 

rival a canon, and cheered each other on as we became poolside 

champions.

Now, let’s talk LUNCHTIME – it was like a feast fit for champions. 

CAMPERS flocked to the dining area, and let me tell you, the way we 

devoured those delicious lunches, you’d think we were competing in 

an eating competition! Even Benching was roaring! But beyond the 

food, it was the shared laughter and chats that truly filled our bellies 

with warmth.

Oh, and let’s not forget the unforgettable games of WIFFLEBALL 

and PUNCHBALL. We turned those FIELDS into our PERSONAL 



PLAYGROUNDS, with SWINGS, SLIDES, and DIVES that would make 

any circus performer jealous. The cheers and high-fives were like 

music to my ears.

But the fun didn’t stop there. We ventured into the mysterious 

AREA 53 in Bushwick, where we let our imaginations run wild and 

embraced the strange and wonderful like a team of explorers on a 

quest for giggles.

Another off-site adventure that brought a new dimension of 

thrill – a visit to Q-ZAR in Carles Place! Transporting campers to an 

illuminated LAZERTAG battleground. With blasters in hand and 

hearts racing, campers navigated through the multi-level arena, 

engaging in heart-racing battles that left them with unforgettable 

memories and smiles that lit up brighter than the lasers themselves. 

And a chance to wind down in the ARCADE was absolutely splendid!

LATE-NIGHT DOUBLE HEADER LEAGUES? PAPER CLIPS and 

SWITCH! You betcha! The competition was fierce, the energy electric, 

and the laughter contagious. We played our hearts out, and win or 

lose, we knew we were champions of the LATE-NIGHT FUN ZONE.

Now, let’s talk about the OVERNIGHT BARBECUE. Picture this: 

SIZZLING WINGS, CRACKLING CAMPFIRE, and STORIES that flowed 

like a river. The MEMORIES we made that night were like the best 

kind of s’mores – sweet, messy, and absolutely unforgettable.

So there you have it – my whirlwind of a summer at SIMCHA DAY 

CAMP. From WILD WATER PARK ADVENTURES to LATE-NIGHT 

LEAGUES, every moment was a TREASURE. Thank you all for being 

a part of this epic journey, and until next time, keep smiling, keep 

shteiging, and keep spreading the CAMP SPIRIT!

Rabbi PolterRabbi Polter



CHACHAM ZEDNER’S WHIMSICAL 
WONDERLAND:A ZANY SUMMER AT 

SIMCHA DAY CAMP!

Hey there, yidden! It’s your wacky DIVISION HEAD for the 60S 70S, 
CHACHAM ZEDNER, coming at you with a recap of the nuttiest, 
goofiest, and downright hilarious summer we had at SIMCHA DAY 
CAMP. Buckle up, ‘cause this is gonna be a wild ride!

First off, picture this: an OVERNIGHT ESCAPADE to the KALAHARI 
for the first half and DREAMWORKS WATER PARK for the second 
half. We’re talking WATER SLIDES that make your heart race faster 
than a cheetah chasing its tail! Laughs were as plentiful as knishes 
and pretzels, and friendships were forged in the midst of wave 
pools and lazy rivers. Can you say splash-tastic?

Ahoy, mateys! The OVERNIGHT BARBECUE was a feast fit for 
legends. We gathered ‘round the CAMPFIRE, devouring scrumptious 
wings that were hotter than the sun (almost). Stories flowed like 
bug juice and the sizzle of the meat was our summer soundtrack.

Now, hold your SWIMSUITS, ‘cause we’ve got an OLYMPIC SIZE 
SWIMMING POOL on our very campgrounds run by the one and only 
ERIC MASLIN. It was like diving into a sea of pure fun! We perfected 
our doggy paddles, floated like majestic swans, and, yes, even had 
synchronized cannonball competitions. ERIC’S LIFEGUARD SKILLS? 
Totally rad, dude!

Let’s talk grub. LUNCHTIME became THE place to be. I mean, 
who could resist the mouthwatering delights that magically 
appeared before us? Our taste buds did the happy dance as we 
chowed down, turning lunch into a CULINARY CARNIVAL of epic 
proportions thanks to YISRAEL And RONALD!

Game on! Wiffleball and punchball and of course, in SIMCHA DAY 
CAMP TRADITION, SOFTBALL, were our jam. The OUTFIELD was a 
jungle, the bases were our treasure, all in the name of WINNING the 
WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONSHIP. High-fives and belly laughs were 
our currency, and boy, were we rich!

But wait, there’s more trips! We hopped on a magical bus to 
COUNTRY FAIR AMUSEMENT PARK out on Long Island. GO-KARTS 
that made our stomachs flip like gymnasts, games that tested our 
aim (and patience), and BATTING CAGES that let us knock one 
outta the park. It was an AMUSEMENT PARK dream come true!



And brace yourselves, folks, ‘cause we took a wild ride to AREA 53 
in Bushwick. Aliens? Secret experiments? Nah, just some good ol’ 
wacky fun that had us talking and laughing ‘til our sides hurt. With 
good chassidishe disco tunes brought to you by the DJ himself, Who 
knew that Brooklyn escapades could be so side-splittingly goofy?

Even foreign dignitaries wanted in on the fun! The PRESIDENT 
OF PERU couldn’t resist joking with us for our celebration of PERU 
NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE DAY! He came in style with a siren escort 
and black SUV, straight classy if you’d ask me. He addressed us in the 
Diamond Beis Medrash and broke out color… just kidding. You fell for 
it again, didn’t you? I know you did!

Have you seen the biggest needle ever? Because I think I have when 
the department of health came to talk to us about air quality. I’m 
sure this is normal. Very normal. Either way I’m scared of shots, no 
matter the needle size. But you know know what’s scarier? COLOR 
WAR BREAKOUT. Not really but I would like to think so… 

LATE-NIGHT DOUBLE HEADER LEAGUES brought out our inner 
champs. We swung, slid, and somersaulted (okay, maybe not that 
last one) under the setting sun, bonding over outrageous victories 
and even more outrageous defeats. The scoreboard may have shown 
who won, but our laughter was the real prize.

Now, let’s talk pets. My sidekick, ZANVIL the seagull, stole the show 
with his squawks and antics. “Bgaah” became our rallying cry, and 
ZANVIL’S surprise appearances couldn’t really be anticipated. Brave 
yourselves for a jump scare!

Who knew a simple trend could make waves? Camelback 
backpacks became our fashion statement, making us look cooler 
than a cucumber in a snowstorm. And as for my shades, well, I rocked 
those bad boys indoors and out, ‘cause who needs walls to shade 
your peepers?

Last but not least, our SUMMER anthems were “UP TO THE CEILING 
DOWN TO THE FLOOR,” and “MIZRACH.”  We grooved, jived, and 
boogied like nobody’s business, proving that dancing is the universal 
language of fun!

So there you have it, folks – a SUMMER of sidesplitting silliness, 
unforgettable escapades, and enough giggles to power a laughter 
factory. Thanks for joining me on this wacky ride at SIMCHA DAY 
CAMP. Until next time, keep it goofy, keep it zany, and keep spreading 
those smiles!

Dovid ZednerDovid Zedner
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IF I GOT A DIME FOR EVERY TIME...

SHAYA APFEL- was reading
YOSEF ARIELI- went swimming
BINYAMIN BELSKY- got someone out in Gaga
MOSHE BERG- pitched a great game
AARON BODNER- wanted to go fishing and spoke about how 
amazing it is to go fishing
EZRA COHEN- was helping out Noam Kay
YEHUDA FARKAS- made a great play
GAVRIEL FINK- wanted to play football
ARI FRENKEL- got a base hit
MEIR FRISCHMAN- struck out a batter in baseball
SHOLOM GORIN- gave it his best
SHLOMO HERTZ- was reading a book
YIRMY HOFSTATTER- went to the canteen
EZRA HONIG- got someone out in line up
NOAM HOROWITZ- was working on his amazing lanyard designs
PESACH JACOBOWITZ- was found on the basketball courts
AHRON YITZCHAK JACOBS- asked what the schedule was
NOAM KAY- tried playing his best despite having a broken leg
SHAI KORN- Fielded the ball saving the day
MOISHY KRANZLER- was always happy to help someone out
PINCHAS LICHTMAN- wanted to speak on the megaphone
YAAKOV LOWINGER- swished a basketball in the hoop
SHMUEL MARKOWITZ- displayed amazing middos
ALEX NELKENBAUM- went swimming
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AVI NEUFELD- was helping R’ Rosenberg in the morning with Yosef 
Shlomo Young
AKIVA RABINOWITZ- made an amazing play
YEHUDA SCHWADEL- smacked a home run
YAAKOV SCHWARTZ- was at the canteen
NOSSON SCHARFMAN- got a great hit
YEHOSHUA SONNENBLICK- asked about computers
SHMAYA WEINBERGER- wore a Jersey
YOSEF SHLOMO YOUNG- was helping R’ Rosenberg in the morning 
with Avi Neufeld
YOSEF ZELMAN- was shooting hoops

I WOULD BE A MILLIONAIRE....

Thank you everyone for an AMAZING SUMMER!!
Counselor- YONI BRAVERMAN

Keep in Touch- 7187909400
JC- DOVI LERNER and ROCKY ROTHMAN

CIT- GAVRIEL COHEN

Thank you to ROCKY, TZVI ETTINGER, TZVIKI LIEBERMAN and AVI 
RUBIN for joining us 2nd Half!

Thank you everyone for your help!
A special shout out to the “B51 CIT” YITZY PFEIFFER for always 

coming over, always putting smiles on people’s faces whether 
campers or counselors and for enforcing the backstop rules!!!
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IN 20 YEARS ...

SHMUEL AKERMAN- will be the best dancer ever 
CHAIM AUMAN - will be a professional first baseman 
GAVRIEL BIENENFELD- will be the best lead off hitter 
MICHAEL BITTON- will be the point guard for the knicks 
MENACHEM BLUMBERG- will be the best closer in MLB
BENJAMIN BURGER - will be a business man 
BINYOMIN COHEN- will be the best kickball pitcher 
MOSHE CYWIAK- will own the canteen 
YECHEZKEL FRIEDMAN - will know the best hideout in Simcha Day 
Camp 
ISRAEL GROSSMAN- will beat anyone in a swimming race 
MIKEY JACOB- will be a Gaga champion 
ARYEH LEVKOVICH- will be a kickball champion 
JOEY MALKIN - would still rather a loss then a tie in leagues 
ASHIE MERL - will be a professional swimmer 
AKIVA MILLER - will be the best lefty batter ever (Akiva Miller at the 
plate)
SHILOH MIZRAHI- will be a home run machine for the Yankees 
YEHUDA POLLACK - will own a book store 
YEHUDA ROSENBERG- will be a professional hockey player 
AILEY SCHLUSSELBERG- will be the best 3 point shooter 
YONATON SHAPIRO- will make the simcha day camp schedule 
DANNY WEISZ- will be the best soccer player in the world 
AARON KENIGSBERG- will finally know if he wants to stay for a late night 
ALTER DEMBITZER- will finally get to be a councler in Simcha Day Camp!



Moshe Tischler Moshe Tischler 
Concert!Concert!
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We’re back boys! YEARBOOK ARTICLE 2023 and what a summer it’s 
been and it’s not even over yet. You guys have literally been so awesome 
this whole summer and I have so much to write about all of you! I could not 
think of a better way to start this article with GABRIEL ABDRAKHMANOV- 
GABRIEL, it’s really been an awesome summer and you’ve always been 
there when we needed you, all star swimmer can wait to see you in the 
World Olympics in 15 years have a great year!

Coming in at number 2 we have AIDEN ARIYEV- I’m still not sure how 
we manage to have the loudest high fives in camp every day! Literally 
better then Steph Curry I don’t know how you do it, have a great year!!!

At number 3 we have YAAKOV YISROEL BABEKOV- always found with 
a smile on his face and a absolute baller on and off the court, keep smiling 
have a great year!

Numberrrrrrr 4 we have- MOSHE BADALOV- you better be cashing in 
those camper of the day cards at Rita’s, going into the summer I didn’t 
know our whole bunk is going to the NBA in a couple of years but that 
doesn’t take away from the fact that your absolutely GOATED at baseball, 
it’s been awesome being your counselor keep rocking!

I’m honestly starting to lose count but at number 5 we have LEVI 
BENCHAIM- Best kickball player in Simcha Day Camp ever! So sorry to see 
you go after first half! Have a great year!

Number 6- ASHER BENGAYEV- I have never met someone with better 
middos, always rocking with a smile on your face, If only you were on my 
league team…. Have a great year!

Number 7- YOSEF COHEN- 1st half all star Center Fielder, it was honestly 
messed up that they took you off (my best player) my league team second 
half, keep being awesome!!!!

Number 8, YISROEL MEIR DAVIDOV- Unmatched soccer skills how 
are you so good??! Thanks for always smiling and making the bunk more 
enjoyable!! Have a great year!

Number 9- JACOB DAVREYEV- Thx for always having the best stories 
and always lighting up room with your smile! Have a great year!

Number 10- AKIVA EISENBERG- One of the best first baseman Simcha 
day camp has ever seen! Your middos really impressed me this summer! 
Keep rocking!

Number 11- DANIEL GOLDFARB- literally the worlds best Gaga player, 
how are you so good?? Same goes for kickball! Keep smiling have a great 
year!



Number 12- ELAZAR GROPPER- was not scared by any ride in Rye 
Playland or American Dream, how are you never scared at anything?? Thx 
for being so awesome on my league team this summer! Have a great year!

Number 13- NESANEL HECHT- after being on my league team last year 
and your still an all star! It was awesome having you in the bunk! How are 
you so good at wiffleball? Have a great year!

Number 14- GEDALYA HECHT- 2x all star in 50s leagues this summer! I 
always knew I could count on you to hit a grand slam when we were losing 
in leagues! And how could I forget your all star skills at 3rd base? Have a 
great year!

Number 15- AVRAHAM IBRAGIMOV- Best 3 point shooter in camp! We 
have to have another 1v1! Have a great year!

Number 16- AVI KRAMER- At the time of me writing this the playoffs 
didn’t start yet but I’m guessing you win the Cy Young award! Your by far 
the best pitcher in the 50s! And you won me in a 1v1 basketball! Have a 
great year!

Number 17- MICHAEL PINHASOV- I was lucky enough to have you in 
my bunk AND on my league team!! And who can ever forget your walk-off 
grand slam?! Have a great year!

Hey everyone, it’s GAVRIEL here! Although I was only here for the second 
half, I felt like I had an entire summer filled with fun being with all of you 
guys!! Hope to see you all next year!

…and back to the article
For number 18 we have BINYOMIN LIEBERMAN- You’ll never see him 

without a smile and he’s always sooo nice to everyone!! Btw you’re also an 
awesome baseball player! Have a great year!

Coming in at number 19 we have the one and only LEVI ORSINI-You’re 
AMAZING at basketball, and you always have the funniest one-liners!! Keep 
rocking your awesome kicks! Have a great year!

At number 20 is none other than DAVID OSTAYEV- DAVID is a certified 
baller!! He’s a great basketball player, and an even better friend! Have a 
great year!

Here comes numberrr 21: YAAKOV PERKAL– Ever since day 1 Yaakov 
has been such an amazing camper!! His middos are off the charts and he’s 
a really good baller too!! Have a great year!

Coming in at number 22 is the legendary JEREMY PORTNOY. You’re an 
incredible baseball player, and I was so lucky to have you on my league 
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team!! You always clutched up in big moments and had some MASSIVE 
homers! Have a great year!

Let’s move on to number 23- YOSEF SASSOON- YOSEF has got to be 
one of the chillest dudes on the planet!! He’s super cool and is so easy to 
hang out with! Have a great year!

Next we get to number 24-HILLEL WEINBERG- HILLEL is such an 
awesome person to have in the bunk!! His middos are outstanding and 
he’s always there when you need him! Have a great year!

Checking in at number 25-ADAM YAKUBOV- You’re one of the best 
soccer (or maybe it’s futbol) players I have ever seen! Thanks so much for 
making this such an awesome summer! Have a great year!

And last but definitely not least, we have NATAN YAKUBOV- You were a 
sickkk defender whenever we played soccer!! Make sure to bring in some 
epic sunglasses next summer! Have a great year!

Annnd it’s YAAKOV again, I just want to take the time to thank FIRST 
HALF JC and MY CO COUNSELOR

GAVRIEL
So really Number 26- GAVRIEL ARYEH- Thanks for always being there for 

me when I needed you especially during color war week! You always kept 
the bunk rocking and running all the time! I really appreciate everything 
you did this summer!

And how could I forget the greatest 50S division head/ CIT Cup Pong 
world champion YITZY PFEIFFER! Thx for everything this summer! Have a 
great year!

#wenevergetlastlicks #allstargamegotcanceled #overnightchills 
#50sleagues #swimmingdoesntexist #bestbunkever #slidewithit 
#youhurrd #youheard #alter

Counselor- YAAKOV BLOCK
Counselor- GAVRIEL ARYEH

CIT- AVRAHAM DAVIDOV
CIT- DAVID SASSON
CIT- NATI KHAIKOV

THANKS FOR EVERYTHING GUYS!

KEEP IN TOUCH - 917-231-4851
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B61 was the greatest bunk in camp because.................................. EZRA 
BERGER- was able to hook us up in the canteen ELISHA FAIGEN- 
showed us what real sportsmanship was after a competitive 
matchup with AVI FAIGEN- showed us what real sportsmanship 
is after a competitive matchup with ELISHA RAFI FASKA- was our 
bunk “pitcher” SHLOMO FREIDUS- wrote up for us a comic book that 
will one day be published and become a best seller throughout the 
world (and you get to see a sneak peak of it) ETHAN FREIDMAN- 
was always able to give us a good laugh ELIYAHU GARELLEK- knew 
the daily schedule backwards and forwards DRAKE GERTELMAN- 
recruited “the West Hempstead gang” to join us for the second half 
and help make it the greatest MOSHE SHLOMO GOLD- was always 
making sure that everyone is having fun ARYEH GROPPER- “was 
in our bunk” ETAN HAIMOFF- was always ready for one of Nachie’s 
pickup football games wherever we found an open area AARON ZEV 
HERMAN- wore a Mets jersey so we can’t forget about them even 
though they threw away their season LIAM KHAIMOV- was making 
sure the bunk chemistry was on point ELIYAHU MARKOVICH- was 
prepared for anything and everything MORDECHAI MARKOVITZ- 
always had a binder of baseball cards for anyone who got bored 
DONI MISHER- always offered to help the workers in the canteen 
AVRAHAM CHAIM NEFAS KALIMI-helped everyone get to their 
activity YITZY PFEIFFER- was getting bombarded by each of his 
former councilors ZACHARIAH PLATSCHEK- was always ready to 
get in the pool AMI ROMAN- was able to have a baseball catch with 
whoever, whenever SHALOM RUBINOFF- always had a basketball 
with him just in case we needed one PINCHAS SONNENBLICK- was 
trying to prove to SHLOMO FREIDUS that he can “beat him at his own 
game” ELIYAHU THURM- knew which league game was happening 
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and where it took place ARIEL WEISSMAN- made sure all zones 
were covered even when playing man SHLOMO WISE- was always 
ready to make a full court game of basketball (even if we didn’t have 
the full court) YEHOSHUA YONAIEV- always had a positive attitude 
no matter what the activity was AIDEN YOUNGER- joined our bunk 
when we thought it couldn’t get any better MORDY SHORE (JC)- was 
able to get involved with the campers to give them a better time 
during each activity Now..........before we get to the reason why I (in 
my opinion) helped make our BUNK THE GREATEST, I just wanted 
to thank all of you guys for helping this SUMMER OF 2023 be my best 
summer yet. If not for each one of you, it wouldn’t have been the same 
and then who knows where the “SUMMER OF 2023” would have 
ended up in the rankings of my last 20 summers. So....................here 
it is....................... B61 WAS THE GREATEST BUNK IN CAMP BECAUSE... 
NACHIE AKSELROD (COUNSELOR) ALWAYS WANTED TO PLAY 
FOOTBALL OVER ANY OTHER ACTIVITY, AND SINCE FOOTBALL IS THE 
GREATEST SPORT IN THE WORLD, THAT MADE US THE GREATEST 
BUNK IN CAMP! Following this logic- if you don’t think that football 
is the greatest sport in the world, then you also don’t think that B61 
was the greatest bunk in camp. Anyways, I hope you guys follow up 
your best summer ever with your best school year ever. Please stay 
in touch, you never know where we’ll see each other next, maybe u’ll 
see me on my unicycle juggling at your Bar Mitzvah???

Counselor of the greatest bunk

NACHIE AKSELROD

917-698-3317



COMIC PREFACE:



Inspired by the first overnight, we’re on the bus heading to monsey 
for “PIZZA AT THE PARK”. Of course NACHIE gets bored sitting in 
the front of the bus so he takes a stroll down the aisle to see if 
anything interesting is going on (#F.O.M.O ).

As I’m walking towards the back of the bus, before I knew it I 
was sucked into a heavily debated conversation....it was SHLOMO 
FREIDUS, RAFI FASKA, SIMCHA HALPERT, and later joined by AVI 
HALPERT. Mid conversation SHLOMO stopped me and asked me 
the following puzzling question. “If you were to pick one food that 
if it would come alive, it would be the weirdest/funniest/and most 
interesting looking/feeling/and acting living creature”??? 

After hearing this question I was pinching myself making sure 
I wasn’t dreaming and asking myself “where did these kids come 
from”? Before I could even answer, SHLOMO Yells out “HOT DOG”!!!!! 
And that’s where this idea took off.........that bus ride turned into the 
fastest bus ride anyone can ever imagine. Now when you give this 
group time to brainstorm, you come up with this.......... You get a HOT 
DOG slingshot that belly flops onto a slip n’ slide in order to boost 
itself into the land of foodville.

It took me a while to realize why anyone passing through the bus 
aisle gave us a look as if we were talking CHINESE. But SHLOMO 
took this idea very seriously and started this COMIC BOOK the very 
night he got home from the OVERNIGHT, and 5 WEEKS LATER.......
here it is......

SHLOMO, the author and illustrator of this COMIC was given this 
challenge to put it together, and he did not disappoint, I definitely 
got a good kick out of it and I hope you do too.

Enjoy the read..........this is the first of many......

(BEHIND THE SCENES)
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IF I HAD A DIME FOR EVERY TIME...
DANIEL ABRAMOV - hit a home run in kickball 
SHALOM DOVID BERKOWITZ - went to the pool with Rafi Herstein
AVI CWEIBER - wore his Nets jersey 
DANIEL EHERENFELD - played gaga
MEIR ENGEL - won camper of the day
ELI FINKELSTEIN - played basketball
ARON MICHEL FRIEDMAN - went on vacation during camp 
YISROEL GOTTLIEB - hit a home run 
ARYEH GROPPER - asked keehn to play wiffleball 
RAFI HERSTEIN - went to the pool with shalom dovid Berkowitz 
YITZCHOK KAPLOVITZ - struck someone out
EITAN KATANOV - was in the gym 
RAFAEL LERNER - got a hit in leagues 
JACK MATALON - got a hit in leagues 
AARON MIMUN - wore a sweatshirt 
DANIEL ROSENBERG - scored a three
DANIEL SACKS - got someone out at first
SHMULY SPERO - bought sour sticks from the canteen 
BINYAMIN YUSIPOV - played basketball with his brother 
ILAN ZELCER - played basketball before breakfast 
JC ADIR MANOS - “screamed let’s go let’s go” 
COUNSELOR AKIVA SCHREIBER - dunked in the mini hoops
COUNSELOR - AVRAHAM TZVI KEEHN - played wiffle ball with ARYEH 
GROPPER and YITCHOK KAPLOVITZ

Guys, thank you for an awesome summer. Hatzlacha in 6th grade!

AKIVA SCHREIBER - 718-916-0826

AVRAHAM TZVI KEEHN - 917-679-5711

ADIR MANOS - 347-424-6536
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IN 20 YEARS...

REPHAEL AVI MOSKOWITZ will be a historian 
ARYEH ROSENGARTEN will be a professional NASCAR driver 
TZVI RADA will be the Head of Haztolah 
MOSHE POLLACK a world renown Author 
BARUCH ROSS will own a slushy company 
YAIR KHAITOV will be a NBA all star that will put Lebron to shame 
LEVI GOLD will be a professional pitcher in the MLB 
MOSHE KAPLOVITZ will be a successful businessman 
CHAIM YOSEF GOTTLIEB will be aerospace engineer 
YEHUDA PERLES Will be a power hitter for the Yankees 
YEHUDA RUBIN will be Doctor while wearing his signature Mets hat 
AKIVA SIMCHA FINKELSTIEN will be a all star pitcher for the Mets 
BINYAMIN SICHEL will be the manager for the Brooklyn Nets 
ARYEH BRANDSDORFER will be a world famous food critic 
DANIEL FISCHMAN will be a computer scientist 
YOSEF CHAIM AIZENFRATZ will be a quantum physicist 
CHANANYA HANDLER will be a the head of showmrim 
YOSEF KOPEL will be a lawyer 
ORAN LANCRY will be a dentist/ comedian 
YEHUDA LELONEK will be a Olympic swimmer 
ELIYAHU MEIR will be a Talmud Chacham and a Chazan 
JOSHUA NAGEL will be a the manager for the Yankees 
SHIMIE PACHT will be the Prime Minister of Canada 
SHALOM PILAVSKY will be a fire Chief 
YAAKOV ROZENBERG will be owner of Elal 
ELI WOLF will be a successful stockbroker
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IN 20 YEARS B72 WILL...

ETHAN ABAYEV..... Still Be Best Friends With Emanual
YAKOV YOSEF ABDRAKHMANOV....... Be A Computer Genius
EMANUAL ABRAMOV......Average 50 Points A Game In The Nba
DAVID AHUNOV .........Play Basketball With Lebron
NOAM ALBA......Professional Video Gamer
YOSEF CHAIM BADALOV ....First Athletic Chacham Yosef
ARIEL BENGAYEV.....Open Up A Bookstore
YODAH COHEN.....Finally Have Missed A 3 Point Shot*
DANIEL KHAIKOV....Score On Stephen Curry
ISAHAR KHAIMOV....Scored Enough Times On Ari To Buy The Canteen
YOSEF KLEIN....Have Won 20 More Mvp Awards
AKIVA LAVNER.........Own An MLB Team
IZZY LERMER...Own A Shop Selling Basbeball Cards And Cool Sunglasses**
YAIR LEVITT.....Work In The Equipment Shack With His Brother***
AVI LOTWIN.... Still Be The Coolest Guy In SDC History
AHRON ROHR.....Win The Triple Crown Award As A First Baseman For The 
Nym
SHIMON RUBINOV.....Own Sdc, Along With His Mother ( Rabbi Taub Watch 
Out)
BARUCH SEGAL.......Play Soccer With Lionel Messi
YAAKOV THRUM.....Have Hit Multple Home Runs Further Than Aaron Judge
AHARON ZARGAROV....Rubik’s Cube Master
ZEVULUN GROVEMAN....Still Be SDC Dodgeball Champion
ARI KNOPF..... SDC Broadcaster
* Only Because His Eyes Were Closed
** And Will Give Ari And Zevulun A Free Pair
*** And Give Ari And Zevulun Free Cotton Candy And French Fries
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Well well well. I sit here, memories of a summer well spent flowing 
through my mind. A glorious time, a time in which we reveled and 
basked in the glow of the warmth of the SDC sun, and knew that our 
time here would go down in posterity as an historically significant, 
wondrous little slice of heaven.

What are these memories, you very well may ask? What are these 
wellsprings of joy that give me reason to reflect in such a scintillating 
way? Where to even begin…

YOSEF SCHWARTZ once again rocked his Avs cap, giving me Nachas 
every single day. SHMUEL FUTERSAK is such a great guy; his joy for 
baseball and life in general is truly infectious. ASHER FEIGENBAUM!! 
You are truly one of a kind, and an incredible Ba’al Tefillah to boot! 
Speaking of Ba’alei Tefillah, TZVI ETTINGER is also a bona fide leader 
when it comes to Davening! ELIEZER BADALOV, you are probably 
the most laid back individual I know-thanks for keeping it so cool! 
NOCHUM MEIR “JACK” NOR-You are a world class superstar. You 
proved it to everyone this summer, but most importantly you proved 
itto yourself. BINYAMIN ZIMMERMAN, the silent assassin, you are such 
a great addition to our program, thank you! YOSEF YUSUPOV, your 
smile lights up a room, keep up all that positive energy. SHUIE TAUB, 
yes you hit a grand slam over the fence, but you added so much 
more than just crazy hitting over the summer. MOSHE TRUMP, you 
were AMAZING with your bunk, thanks for all your hard work!

 GAVRIEL COHEN, you once again were incredible with your bunk 
while being the nicest guy around. And the same goes for SHLOMO 
GREENBERGER-you’re amazing! MOSHE CHAIM COHAN, your smile can 
be seen from 10 miles away. NETANEL KAIKOV, aside from your killer 
pull up 3s, you were always so positive, no matter how tough the 
situation. SHMUEL ARYEH SULIMANOV, our resident Talmid Chacham 
and Home Run King!! ELISHA “STEVE” MIZRACHI, you’re the best, even 
though Embiid robbed the Joker this year . VALL GORBUNOVA, by 
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the end of the summer, you couldn’t miss from 3 point land, even 
when “you’re not happy!” DANIEL GREENBERG, you are an insane 
baller and the most chilled guy I know-thanks for always playing 
your hardest. ARYEH RAND, I loved when you played catcher because 
you’re the funnest guy to schmooze with! ELIYAHU SCHREIER, I could 
spend all day talking about Harry Potter and basketball with you!

ARYEH LIEBER, can’t wait to have you in MAY, you are a superstar. 
DAVE  KEILSON, your form in basketball is PERFECT! You are the 
funnest dude ever. AARON KENIGSBERG, you are the sweetest guy 
and you give the best handshakes. ASHI FELDER you rock!! SHMUEL 
WEISMAN, you and EZRA SONNENBLICK are a truly dynamic duo. 
JOEL FRIDMAN, I truly enjoy talking to you-you are a paradigm of 
a mature, communicative guy. SHLOMO FINKELSTEIN, you are a 
true hooper who keeps going no matter what, I really respect 
it!  YECHIEL  BENAYON, you are a great dude who everybody gets 
along with. DOVID GERLITZ, thanks for being so great with your bunk. 
SHAI FOGEL, you came oh-so-close to getting $5 by hitting it over the 
fence-next year!! NOACH LIPKA came added a little Israeli spiciness 
to our chill. SHLOMO MARKOVICH, you have improved drastically on 
the court-keep it up and you’ll be a great! SHLOMO ZALMAN SEBROW, 
you are incredibly mature and so easy to be around. The same goes 
for EZRA GREENSTEIN. And who is more fun than AKIVA KATANOV??! 
Thanks for keeping it chilled every day. SHALOM ZEV SOLOMON is a 
true art master-his drawings will one day be worth billions. AKIVA 
“THUNDERBIRD” SILVERMAN!!! Dude, is there ever a big play that you 
don’t step up for? You’re ridiculously clutch.

 I can’t think of a nicer, more chilled guy than ELIYAHU MEIR SIMON. 
Thanks for all the great conversations! ADIN LOPIN once again came 
and made our summer so much better-thank you! Let’s see, what 
else...Who can forget KOBY “GEORGE” LLOYD? Maybe one day I’ll let 
you do your famous submarine pitching. MOSHE KAUSHANSKIY, you 
a straight up DAWG on the basketball court! JACOB COHEN, words 
cannot describe how proud and impressed I am with you; you are 
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an amazing CIT! BINYAMIN STEINBERG, you are so responsible-thanks 
for all your hard work. Watching YEHUDA ROSS make plays on the 
baseball diamond is like watching an artist at work. And GAVRIEL 
SHORE-your bunk LOVES you! JACOB KHAFIZOV, another year in 
the books for you-you’re a CIT legend! YOUSSEF SALAMEH, I admire 
you so much-you are such a fun, easy person to chill with! AARON 
SCHOENFELD, I love your fire when you compete, but I must admit 
that I missed your famous bucket hat. CHAIM SIEGEL, you are a crowd 
favorite! The guys love you.

 EPHRAIM TWERSKY, maybe wearing a Tatis jersey gives you some 
sort of magic abilities, cuz otherwise I don’t know how to explain 
your magic on the field-maybe it’s your socks? SHRAGI LERMER-
your fielding skills are only surpassed by your stellar Middos. BENNY 
FRIDMAN, you stepped up SO admirably as a captain-you are a 
tremendous leader. Man, I’m getting so emotional as I continue down 
reminiscence lane...GABI KHAFIZOV, you are a baller with a heart 
bigger than I can describe. AZI FARBMAN, Good luck at Nishmas! Our 
loss is their gain. ARYEH SCHIFF, you are such a good dude-I’ll miss 
you! DAVID “DAWEED” SASSON, you are the greatest dude since sliced 
bread, if that makes any sense. AVRUMI “ROBERT” TWERSKY-When 
I say Theo, you say Dor!! AARON SPIELMAN, the pool won’t be the 
same without you. BENJY TWERSKY, thanks for coming from CDG 
and hanging out with us. Same goes for AHARON SCHREIBER. NATI 
TAUB, we knew you couldn’t stay away for long. TZVI WOLF, you were 
once again a hit with your bunk. NOCHI WEINHOUSE, good luck with 
NFL season this year! TUVIA MARCIANO, we loved having you-we’ll 
take what we can get!

AARON “GLIZZY GLIZZDOG” GREENFIELD, you are my fellow hot dog 
and a true champion. YAAKOV “LORD VOLDEMORD” MURDAKHAYEV, 
you may be the Dark Lord, but you are the greatest guy around! And 
who is a bigger chiller, or has a bigger smile, than SLAMMIN SAMMY 
MIMUN? I absolutely loved hanging out with AVRAHAM YEHUDA 
DAVIDOV-yes, I know that’s your last name! ZAKI DABAS, our resident 
true Sephardi, thanks for bringing us a true taste of the middle east. 
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MOSHE DANINO brings us the street smarts of the streets of Brooklyn. 
AVRUMI BARNETT-let’s get some HOCKEY going on around here; 
maybe next year we can make it happen! AVISHAI LEVITT, you are 
a true professional, they really appreciate your help around camp. 
NATANEL KOHEN, you are the greatest dude around, I can’t believe 
your days as a CIT are done! SHUA SCHWARTZ came back from Israel 
to give us some good times. ELI SHUVAL, thanks for taking such good 
care of your campers. And JOEY BURGER, you got it done every day, 
thanks for always giving it your all. 

Wow. As you can clearly see, I have every reason to be wallowing 
in sentimental and nostalgic recollections. I am so privileged to be 
able to spend the summer with you guys. You guys are the BATMAN 
to SDC’S ROBIN, the HOT DOG to their MUSTARD, the KAREEM to their 
MAGIC, the FRENCH VANILLA COFFEE to their MORNING DONUT,  the…I 
think you get my point.

 From the bottom of my heart, THANK YOU for letting me spend MY 
SUMMER with you!! I’ll miss you! Have a great year and keep in touch!

Signing off,
Rabbi Meyer Rabbi Meyer 
(720) 737-8247

PS. Thank you RABBIS TAUB, SUDS, POLTER, and the entire HEAD 
STAFF.

PPS. Thank you RABBI JOSH LEYTON so very much for everything. 
You are incredible!

PPPS. Thank you RABBIS FINKELSTEIN and ROHR for being such 
wonderful Rabbeim.

PPPPS. Thank you MRS. RUBINOFF, MS. DANISE, MRS. LANI WHITE, 
MRS. BIENSTOCK, HEAD LIFE GUARD ERIC, CHEF CHAIFETZ, and 
EVERYONE who runs everything behind the scenes.

PPPPPS. JOKIC is the real MVP and everyone knows it.
PPPPPPS. EVERETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
PPPPPPPS. SDC 2024 BABY!!!
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RED COLOR 
WAR GENERAL 2023

CAESAR, GENERAL, COUNSELOR, 
(FUTURE ZEIDY AND DH) 

MOSHE RUFUS POTASHNIK

Friends, Yidden, red team, lend me your ears!
Once more have the legions of red team conquered color war. 

However, do not believe this to be the fault of the lack of prowess 
blue team possessed. Instead, know and understand that this war 
was not one to be taken lightly in the annals of history. You see 
comrades, the secret to our victory lied simply within the strength 
and fortitude of our rank-and-file soldiers… YOU! Half the battle was 
simply believing that we had won it already, and I truly believe that 
was the case this year. Despite our setbacks, RED TEAM PROVED 
VICTORIOUS!

This was in no small part thanks to our intrepid officers and 
commanders who fearlessly led the vanguard in this fateful struggle for 
pigmentation supremacy. Shout out to Lieutenant YAAKOV BLOCK 
for taking charge of the senior division, nice job on the APACHE!!!!

Yasher koach to Harav captain MOSHE SEBROW for his awesome 
pumping up skills with the 20’S & 30’S DIVISION, all while balancing 
shachris!!! To the ORIGINAL Sergeant RAFI STERN for stepping up 
BIG TIME and shoring up our wavering battle lines, AVÈ CAESAR. 
To our Q5 BUS COUNSELOR YONI, the fear you’ve instilled in both 
BLUE AND RED TEAMS is truly awe-inspiring! To our awesome skit 
crew, the song is “YAKETY-SAX” in case you wanna show off at any 
parties or weddings! 

TUSK, MARKOWITZ, LERNER, SAUER, MEZEI, SKIRLOFF, STERN, 
THANK YOU!!!

However, as CHURCHILL himself had said, “the war on the front 
would not be possible without support from home”, and I would 
therefore like to give ANOTHER thank you to SHLOIMY, as well as 
the other JC’S for supporting the war effort!

But my biggest thank you is to all of RED TEAM. Seriously. All the 
blood, sweat, tears, and time paid off only because RED TEAM GAVE 
IT THEIR ALL!!! For the rest of the year, just remember this victory, 
and realize that all you need to succeed is a FINAL HUZZAH!!!

Top3!



BLUE TEAM
COLOR WAR GENERAL

I am writing to you while still filled with GATORADE, every 

movement I make, sounds like an OCEAN WAVE SPLASHING 

through my intestines. I’m checking back in to thank all of 

you who put their all into making sure the things that had to 

get done...got done. I wanted to start by thanking our COLOR 

WAR “ZAIDE”, DOVID ORRIN for doing exactly what that title 

expects of you, adding your “FORMER GENERAL” knowledge 

insight and experience but you didn’t stop there, WRITING THE 

SONGS while I was on an OVERNIGHT, TEACHING THE SONGS 

DURING TEAM TIME, and I can’t go without mentioning your 

epic “ ” special which debuted at the GRAND SING. To 

our LIEUTENANT GENERAL JOEY KENIGSBERG, thank you for 

keeping everyone hyped while leading the 50’S to basically every 

possible victory (we won’t even mention how late he stayed with 

DOVID decorating the lunch room). To our CAPTAIN CHAIM 

MESSINGER, the star of the skit and also keeping a close eye on 

the midz making sure they play their crucial part in this WAR. 

A few more honorable mentions would be; Shmuely Altman for 

allowing me to dump the skit in his hands for him to take it to 

the next level. A big thank you to all staff involved in the apache 

race (you know how much this race means to me) and led us to 



BLUE TEAM - COLOR WAR
GENERAL CONTINUES...

our victory.......oh wait.........it’s under review................but wait.............

WE WON IT AGAIN. Thanks to ROCKY ROTHMAN for finishing 

the race strong after running the entire race with each of the 

3 runners you accepted the task of running even more and 

chugged that water to get us that win. One of the last shoutouts 

go to our BOKER BLUE BASEBALL TEAM that scored 7 runs in 

just 2 innings. That game was a lot of fun to be a part of, thanks 

guys! To all you CAMPERS who participated in any activity that 

had to do with color war, from league games to special activities 

to team time, to the grand sing, your efforts didn’t go unnoticed, 

although we didn’t get the outcome we wanted I hope you guys 

still had fun in the moment. On behalf of DOVID I wanted to 

thank you guys for behaving (for the most part) and learning 

the songs quickly during team time. CONGRATS GEN. (CEASER) 

MOSHE POTASHNIK and team on your victory, you guys were 

never “RED HOT” nor “READY TO ROLL” but you did “go” and get 

that W. Enjoy this one because it won’t happen again against me 

and let me know when your ready for a GATORADE CHUGGING 

COMPETITION.

Signing off, losing general of a winning team,

NACHIE AKSELROD



BLUE ALMA MATER

Alma Mater TTTO Adon Olam

Low 1
Stepping off, into camp

Kicking-off, the summer fun

All of us here, together as one

Just let me stay, this is my home

High

Oh SDC! My home, my family!

What would I do, without you!

Such a short time, why must we end

Memories here, last all year!

Low 2

Staff is here, showing us care

Guiding us, to learn and grow

Oh SDC, The place for me

It’s time to leave, we start to cry

High

Low 3

Thanks head staff, for all that you do

Where would camp be, without you

Rabbi Taub, Suds by his side

Making SDC, the best place around

High

Low 4

Summers gone, moving on

But memories, stay with me

One day, I will reflect

On the good times, at SDC

High x2

לַהַלְהדֹוֹתטוֹב

,’ לַהַלְהדֹוֹתטוֹב

. עֶלְיוֹןלְשִׁמְ�וּלְזַמֵּר

‘ לַהַלְהדֹוֹתטוֹב

,’ לַהַלְהדֹוֹתטוֹב

. עֶלְיוֹןלְשִׁמְ�וּלְזַמֵּר

בַּבּקֶֹרלְהַגִּיד

, חַסְדֶּ�בַּבּקֶֹר

. בַּלֵּילוֹתואֱֶמוּנָתְ�

בַּבּקֶֹרלְהַגִּיד

, חַסְדֶּ�בַּבּקֶֹר

. בַּלֵּילוֹתואֱֶמוּנָתְ�



Cheer TTTO:Noach is a Big Tzadik

Low 1

Boker Tov we are team blue

Laila we’ll come for you

With our vasser cup

We will rise up

Morning to Boker Blue

Low 2

Wake up every day and say

Boker blue is here to stay

Modeh ani

Lefonecha

We will throw your night caps off!

High 1

Boker Blue will take the win

Causing Red to take a spin

Red team will flop

We won’t ever stop

Boker blue will take the win

High 2

Boker blue is here to win

Get up, let the fight begin

We will stand and fight

With our sun light

Red team good night to you

Low 3

Leading us to victory

Nachie, Chaim and Joey

From Apache

To grand sing

Boker blue will win this thing

Low 4

Red doesn’t stand a chance

With coffee we will advance

To the very top

We won’t ever stop

Boker blue is here for good

High 1

High 2

BLUE CHEER SONG



WINNING TEAM OF
RED CHEER SONG

Cheer song

Low 1

Air is bad, leaving camp,
To the buses, up the ramp
Color war’s finally here,

Rabbi Taub on the mic,
Gonna hear who leads the fight,
Layla’s gonna win this year,

Low 2

With Moshe, Yaakov and Sebrow
There’s no way we are losing now,
You might as well say goodbye,

Stars are out, moon will shine
Cloudy days -no sun to find,
Layla’s gonna reach the sky

Chorus

Red red red, Layla here we go,
Reds gonna win we’re unstoppable
Red red red Layla all the way,
Blue better run cuz we’re here to stay,

Red red red blue’s got nothing on us,
Red’s gonna be victorious,
Red red red come on shout it loud,
Layla’s winning color war,
Go red we’ve got this!!!

Low 3

Chaim, Joey and Nachi,
Along with your whole army,
Better turn a tail and flee

Against our bearded general
As well as Block and Sebrow
We’re heading towards victory

Low 4

Sorry blue you’ve had your shot,
But red team is burning hot,
This spark will light up the night

Boker will have to wait a bit,
It’s Layla’s turn, we’re up to hit,
Our fire will win this fight!

Hebrew Song

Low 2x
‘ לַהלְהוֹדוֹתטוֹב
‘ לַהלְהוֹדוֹתטוֹב

עֶלְיוֹןלְשִׁמְ�וּלְזַמֵּר

High 2x
חַסְדֶּ�בַּבּוֹקֶרבַּבּוֹקֶרלְהַגִּיד

בַּלֵּילוֹתואֱֶמוּנתְָ�

 SDC ColorWar  2023



WINNING TEAM OF
RED CHEER SONG

Alma mater

Low 1

I got off the bus to SDC
A place so special to me
I’m finally back
To my favorite camp
The place I’ve wanted to see

It’s been a long school year,
Without people I hold so dear
Now I get to see them
All my precious friends
This summer I know I won’t forget

This summer I know I won’t forget

Chorus 1

SDC no place I’d rather be
I’ll never forget all the memories
You have been, etched into my heart
Do we really have to part

SDC no place I’d rather be
You have become my family
Why must I go, it feels so wrong
Simcha is where I belong

Low 2

I’m so full of gratitude
To head staff for all they do
Rabbi Taub and Rabbi Sudwerts
And all my counselors
Camp was great thanks to you

This summer has been such a blast,
Memories now in the past
Leagues, trips and swim
Fields, prom and gym
The fun went by so fast
How I wish it could last

Chorus

SDC no place I’d rather be
I’ll never forget all the memories
You have been, etched into my heart
Do we really have to part

SDC no place I’d rather be
You have become my family
Why must I go, it feels so wrong
Simcha is where I belong

 SDC ColorWar  2023



COLOR WAR!COLOR WAR!



WINNING TEAM OF
RED CHEER SONG

 SDC ColorWar  2023

O Red Team Introduction to Comedy Skit
(ttto Canadian National Anthem)
O SDC, our home and native camp

True achdus thou dost in us command
We see your fields and Gaga pits

From pool until Kayitz
And lose our bunks, oh SDC 

Lose our bunks quickly
Oh SDC, oh SDC

Oh SDC we love you dearly 
Oh SDC we love you dearly

Oh SDC, where staff and campers play
Where We get exercise by climbing stairs all day

We follow rules religiously 
Like sunscreen and drinking

And yellow balls, oh SDC 
Return them to Donny

Oh SDC, oh SDC
Oh SDC we love you dearly 
Oh SDC we love you dearly
Oh SDC, this my final verse,

I hope this song has been, a blessing not a curse
Despite the end of color war

Our hearts remain as one
And achdus rules victorious 
Like rabbi Taub doth wish

Goodbye SDC, thou I hope to see,
During my long school year I’ll think of thee fondly,

Oh SDC, we love you SO, DEAR, LYYYYYY 





COLOR WAR!COLOR WAR!



to our shirt sponsor


